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PREFACE

Fr. Timotheus Edwein, SDS, succeeded shortly before his death, in

spite of grave illness and great weakness in the last months of his life,

to complete DSS XVII Part 1. It consists of two chapters covering the

years 1907-1909 in the life of the Servant of God, Francis Mary of the

Cross Jordan. Only the preface was missing. Thus it is my proud but

sad duty to write it in the name of the confrere who died April 9,

1986.

In the first chapter of the present volume the author treats six years

of Jordan’s life and work. He calls them “Years of Trial and

Temptations.” The second chapter entitled “The Shadow of the

Marian Double,” lets us experience the Founder of the years 1904-

1909 in his insatiable quest for the apostolic “more.” Fr. Timotheus

placed this material at the end of this volume because he thought the

reader would understand it more easily in light of all the preceding

events.

From the entire work we see how deeply Fr. Timotheus probed

Jordan’s mind; how well he understood his personality and his

unshakable self-awareness as Founder; how he comprehended

Jordan’s boundless zeal for souls and his intimacy with God in

prayer. We can also see how Fr. Timotheus relived the Founder’s

sufferings. We also see how he incorpo-rates the Founder’s Spiritual

Diary into his biography. With this work Fr. Timotheus has clearly

documented the true spirit of the Founder, and thus done the

greatest service to all Salvatorians.

Here we must all express our most fervent thanks to Fr Timotheus,

not only for his years of indefatigable work on the biography of the

Founder, but also for the remarkable example of his life of service

both to the church and to the Society. In faith we trust that in his

eternal home Fr. Timotheus has met with the God of his self-
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sacrificing dedication in the Salvatorian religious and priestly life,

and that he has also met with the Servant of God, Fr. Jordan, for

whose beatification he worked to his last breath, the will of God his

only guideline.

The second volume of DSS XVII, which now must be written by

someone else, must continue through the further crisis and

maturation of the Society up to the year 1914. It must also cover the

period from1915 to 1918, the conclusion of the earthly life of the

Servant of God, Fr. Francis Mary of the Cross.

Sincere thanks are also due to all collaborators: confreres, sisters,

relatives and friends who assisted Fr. Timotheus with their advice

and aid in composing his work.

Fr. Gerard Rogowski, SDS

Superior General

Rome, June 16, 1986
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EDITOR”S PREFACE

It is now almost three years since I undertook the task of completing

the work begun by my esteemed confreres and predecessors in this

work, Frs. Bardo Buff, Franz Leicht, and Tom Novak, to make this

significant work of Fr. Timotheus Edwein accessible to an English-

speaking audience. I praise God for having given me the strength to

complete this work, and I thank the Salvatorian community for

seeing to its publication. 

More than anything else, I have been spurred on in this project by

what I saw firsthand in Tanzania as the needs of our young men and

women in the English-speaking mission areas of our Society to know

more about our Reverend Founder, Francis Mary of the Cross. I pray

that this gift from Fr. Edwein, through the hands of many confreres,

may bear much fruit in their future life and ministry as Salvatorians. 

I also hope that the editorial changes I made will make this work

more accessible, and I trust that the patent reader will excuse this

confrere any mistakes or inaccuracies he may have introduced into

the text as he hurried to bring these volumes to completion.

Although it is true that editorial haste is always a failing, yet I take

refuge in the fact that “Amor Christi urget nos.”

Fr. Daniel Pekarske, SDS

Feast of the Assumption of Mary, 2006
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SHORT CHRONOLOGY 

July 1907 - February 1909

1907 July Complete construction of Welkenraedt church

and community house 

summer Complete the trade school in Assam

October 24 Inaugurate the monastery in St. Nazianz

November Establish the sisters at Lommel, Belgium

December 10 First investiture at the newly erected novitiate in

Milwaukee (SDS/W)

December 15 All establishments informed of Mother Mary’s

illness

December 23 Pancratius anoints Mother Mary

December 24 Death of Mother Mary

December 26 Funeral of Mother Mary, the Campo Santo rector

officiates

1908 January 7 Convocation of the Extraordinary General

Chapter (SDS/W)

April 8 Convocation of II General Chapter (SDS/M)

May 1 Inaugurate St. Antony School for catechists,

Assam

July 7-13 Extraordinary General Chapter (SDS/W)

August 18 Authorization to open a second novitiate in

Hamberg (SDS/M)

October 2 Fr. Clement Gerum, OCD, nominated chapter

president by Congregation for Religious

October 9 Opening of II General Chapter (SDS/M)

October 28 Audience of the capitulars with Pius X

November 28 Fr. Dominic Daunderer appointed Visitator of the

Assam Mission

December Dissolution of the house in Noto Città.

1909 February 8 Permission arrives to divide the SDS/M into four

provinces.

May 8 Inaugurate girls’ secondary school in Assam

(staffed by Loreto sisters)







 Jordan was meeting ever-increasing resistance to his far-reaching1

plans. Worse still, what he had achieved until now was never very

sufficiently secured. To the Apostolic Visitator it seemed irresponsible

simultaneously to get a foothold in half the world and to assume a very risky

indebtedness. 

Many thought Jordan’s adventurous “governing style” should

restrict itself to medium range, foreseeable measures. The Society should not

orient itself to the insatiable needs of Christian evangelization, but should

instead limit itself according to the available personnel and means. The

group of “Several Salvatori-ans” considered it their duty to restrain the

Founder’s zeal and to limit the Society to what was clearly achievable.

 The numerous exits between the First and Second General2

Chapters greatly pre-occupied Jordan. In a rough draft of a warning letter he

wrote: 
It is, therefore, our duty to do everything we possibly can to mend this bad

situation. One main item is that as far as possible no one should become

-1-

1. Years of Trial and Temptation

Between 1907 and 1909, the problems that had already broken out in

the German-speaking houses now stirred up unrest throughout the

Society. Jordan struggled to glimpse a sign of improvement in his

tenacious fight against the Society’s systemic defects: too many debts

and too little basic and specialized training. He still resembled a

prophet on the mountain top, fascinated and somehow dazzled at the

sight of the crops maturing round about, while his spiritual sons,

however, remained in the valley, plagued with the difficulties of

cultivating the fields entrusted to them. Jordan also had to face the

human law, that following an unfettered, free start, religious

movements relapsed into generally accepted mediocrity.1

In 1907, the wave of exits of malcontents finally ended. Jordan

accom-panied with his prayers and blessings each of the more than a

dozen German priests who left the Society in 1906 and 1907. But he

suffered from the fact that during the storm some were torn away

who would have remained faithful to the Society in more tranquil

times. He inde-fatigably looked for those who repented their hasty

step. The Society had to go through dark years: “Oh Lord, how much

I suffer! Help me!” (February 25, 1907, SD II, 105).2



em-bittered. Many confreres have found their way back [to the Society] and

become useful members by prudent and loving procedure. People will be

thankful if I meet these broken reeds with acts that seem good to me

(August 1907).

Towards his vicar general he sighed: “Let’s not give up on the people too

quickly; one or the other might become good again” (Freiburg, August 5,

1908).

 Jordan sometime took the young priest, Xystus Kraisser, as a3

companion to St. Peter’s or to Villa Celimontana, especially after the death of

Lüthen, who formerly liked accompanying the Founder to St. Peter’s. To him

some of Jordan’s remarks remained unforgettable: 
We must be ready to renounce everything, to lose everything, and even to

leave our Society than to become doubtful and wavering in the faith. . . .

Even if our Society were dissolved now, I would need just a quarter of an

hour to find the equilibrium of my soul (Sum § 650).

-2-

At that time Jordan occasionally may have been overcome by the fear

that some church authority unfavorable to the sorely afflicted Society

might hastily ask whether it would not be better to dissolve such a

shaky outfit. At those moments he strove to find the strength of heart

to utter each sorrowful and humiliating “Fiat!” He was ready to

sacrifice his honor, freedom and life “like our Lord” (April 15, 1907,

SD II, 106).3

Attentively and apprehensively Jordan followed up the doings of

those members in the Society who continued to follow the agenda of

“Several Salvatorians.” In fidelity to the Society, these capable priests

defended themselves courageously to keep their indebted houses

afloat. But to ensure success, they thought it indispensable to give the

Society better prospects. They wanted to free it from the blemishes

caused by its academic backwardness and economic penury. With

best intentions they searched for ways to steer the ship of the Society

out of the eddy where it was in danger of capsizing, and into calmer

waters. Jordan on the contrary, was afraid of the danger that the

Society might limit itself to the houses of education along the border

of the German Reich, to the most vigorous foundations within the

Austro-Hungarian monarchy, and to the colony of St. Nazianz in

USA. Even the motherhouse and the Mission in Assam would have

to be self-supporting. Such visions greatly oppressed Jordan. In such



 Already for some time (since 1906 at the latest), Jordan feared his4

foundation would get a new face. This fear became to him a subliminal

tempta-tion to break out somehow in order to realize the apostolic

universality at the core of his foundation. “In 1908 some dissatisfied

confreres wanted to transform the Society. Jordan said to me: ‘Rather than to

allow this, I will leave the Society and found a new one,’” the trustworthy Fr.

Guerricus Bürger remembered at his later years (Sum § 293).

 At that time Jordan wrote: “Don Bosco once needed 200,000 Lire5

(urgently); he sent out 200,000 circulars and received 200,000 Lire” (G-2.7).

Jordan was inclined to do something similar whether to repay a mortgage on

the Motherhouse or to create a fund for very poor seminarians.

-3-

a “degenerated” Society he would feel like an outcast. Stricken

physically and emotionally, he passed night hours sub-jected to dark

temptations that made him cry out in struggling prayer: 

Affliction and fear greatly surround me. Rise up, Lord, help me!

You alone, Lord, know how greatly I suffer! (March 12, 1908, SD II,

112).4

Jordan’s greatest nightmare at that time, however, was the alarming

decrease of vocations, which seemed to him to burden the future of

the Society more than the great wave of members leaving the Society.

Indeed, only one house of formation had found firm footing thanks

to the great sacrifices of the confreres. Jordan felt fettered by the

Apostolic Visitator’s prohibition against accepting seminarians

without means. He bucked at it but could not break free.

In earlier years, up to 200 students had been well maintained in the

Roman House of Divine Providence and no creditor feared losing his

money. Now the SDS had to budget and to provide collateral. Conse-

quently, the number of students diminished. Jordan had always

taken Don Bosco and Cottolengo as models. Now these models

remained unreachable to him. Day and night he thought about ways

to establish closer contact with Providence.5

In the meantime, the Apostolic Visitator had issued another

paralyzing decree for the new fiscal year. To throttle the debt burden,

each new debt of 500 Lire was to be approved by him personally.



 See, A Closer Look: 1.1.The Visitator’s orders.6
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Even after receiving the approval of the generalate, buying land,

construction and remodeling now needed his written consent.

Jordan suffered the most from this compulsory measure. For

example, when the second Caffarelli mortgage on the motherhouse

was called in, the stringent limits placed on the whole Society made

its redemption more difficult. Jordan tried to receive special, large

donations with the help of Divine Providence. The general

procurator planned to close smaller houses and to sell other

underutilized assets. When the superiors of other houses were

informed about the Visitator’s order, they found tricks to get around

the 500 Lire debt limit. When Fr. Antonio later found out about such

cases, he didn’t hesitate to call Jordan to account. Lüthen,

consequently, struggled to keep genuine copies of the generalate’s

orders in regard to purchases and construction, so that Jordan would

have something in hand when he had to answer for some operation

not approved or even expressly prohibited by the generalate. See,

1.1. The Visitator’s orders.6

Despite all these concerns and difficulties, Jordan never gave in:

“Struggle quietly! Don’t exaggerate!” (February 8, 1907, SD II, 105).

Consequently, he was not inclined to give up any house in a hurry

because of bottlenecks in regard to personnel or means. But in doing

so, it was precisely these small houses whose development stagnated

after numerous defections, that tempted some to throw in the towel.

The small group at Jägerndorf proposed to the superior general that

they give up. Jordan, however, opposed such despondency with all

his might. Just now, after the tremors of the previous year, nothing

should be given up hurriedly. If one house caved in to difficulties,

other houses would follow with more or less cause. Jordan implored

the confreres at Jägern-dorf not quit the battlefield in their difficult

situation, but to persevere at their post in spite of present distress.

Help would come again, because Providence would not abandon



 See, A Closer Look: 1.2. Encouraging letter.7

 See, A Closer Look: 1.3. St. Nazianz.8

 See, A Closer Look: 1.4. Noto (I).9
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them. “Success is proportional to our sufferings” (February 25, 1907).

See, 1.2. Encouraging letter.7

Spring saw many important visitors in the motherhouse. In mid-

April, Jordan had the chance to meet with Bishop Rütten of Liége

and to recommend the Belgian houses to his patient benevolence. His

local bishop’s visit to Rome also caused Jordan sincere joy. On April

22 and 23, he and Archbishop Nörber spent considerable time

together. The archbishop showed deep understanding for Jordan’s

sorrow as the father of such a large community. He assured him that

in the future, Baden parishes would be open to a fund raising brother

(G-2.1). At the same time, the archbishop of Cologne was also

traveling in Rome. Cardinal Filler always liked coming to the

motherhouse. Now he too asked the superior general benevolently

where he could help him. He wanted to have Jordan’s spiritual sons

not only at the border of his archdiocese, but also within the country

itself (April 23, 1907, G-2.1). It also came in handy for Jordan to be

able to talk about St. Nazianz with Bishop Fox of Green Bay,

Wisconsin. The bishop assured the Founder: “I am glad to have -

Salvatorians in my diocese. They show a good spirit” (May 7 & 12,

1907, G-2.1) See, 1.3. St. Nazianz.8

At the beginning of May, Jordan was in Sicily. The two communities

in Noto continued to live like hostile brothers. Increasingly this

appeared strange to Bishop Blandini. Jordan again exchanged views

with his episcopal friend. At the Scala he ordered urgently needed

structural alterations. Between the two houses it was easier for him

to beg for peace than to re-establish it. Truce and hostilities

alternated there like the tides. See, 1.4. Noto (I).9

Jordan set out early for his extensive visitation journey this year. The

gloomy events of the previous year had prevented him from visiting



 Lüthen could not conceal his admiration for Jordan’s repeated10

fatiguing visitation journeys. In a consoling letter to Br. Aemilian Rempel,

somewhat discouraged by the often ungrateful work of fund raising, he

asked him to say yes to the will of God and pointed to Jordan as an example: 
. . . [the will of God] has also had to console the Venerable Father in the

many storms that passed over him and his work. However, the Lord has

already accomplished great things through him. Venerable Father is in

Meseritsch at present. He usually suffers much on these visitation trips,

although in themselves they might cause nothing disagreeable (July 20,

1907, BL-967).

 See, A Closer Look: 1.5. Vacation restrictions.11
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the European houses of the Society. Consequently, he intended to do

it thoroughly this year.10

On May 30, he started for Meran where he stayed one week. There

the community caused him some uneasiness. The members held only

loosely together. The debt burden loomed like a menacing shadow

over the house. The school classes were very small, nevertheless, they

tied down many priests as teachers. Jordan urged them to take more

pupils into the existing classes, even those pupils who could not pay

fully.

There were also difficulties caused by the current arrangement for

the priests’ summer holidays. The Apostolic Visitator found their

current practice insufficiently monastic and forbade it without

further ado. The local superior was not prepared to accept such

limitations. Jordan, however, could not permit the Visitator’s order

to be circumvented. See, 1.5. Vacation restrictions.11

June 9-11, Jordan traveled by night train to Vienna. These days he

liked staying in Vienna, where the confreres worked so well in

pastoral ministry and where the two superiors followed him

unquestioningly and sincerely. The superior of Vienna X had caused

him great concern at the start of the year. He had fallen ill and Jordan

encouraged him to do everything possible to restore his health. “We

need you very much for the Society; such true souls are jewels for the

Society” (January 11, 1907).
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The superior of Vienna Kaisermühlen had already taken his parish

examination, something Jordan noted with pleasure. The cardinal

and the vicar general were full of praise for the priests’ exemplary

activities and wanted Jordan to send still more. Also the work of the

sisters met with deserved appreciation (June 17, 1907). In his

Spiritual Diary, Jordan noted: “Never tire! Always move ahead in the

Lord! (Vienna, June 11, 1907, SD II, 107).

June 18, Jordan traveled to Meseritsch where the priests were deeply

engaged in pastoral work. The opening of a school, desired by the

Founder since the beginning, remained a wish not to be fulfilled.

There were no Bohemian teachers available.

From Meseritsch he traveled to Trzebinia. There Jordan found all

members well and content for the most part. On June 22, he arrived

at Jägerndorf where there was no more talk of giving up. With new

confidence the confreres dedicated themselves to their tasks. Jordan

passed his good impressions on to his vicar general: 

Trzebinia faces a good future. Much good is done here. I would be

glad if you could visit all the houses and see how much good is

being done. It’s a splendid place here, and there are ever more

confessions. If only we had more candidates (June 23, 1907).

Via Vienna, Jordan arrived at Hamberg on June 25. Fr. Canisius

Werner was the superior only halfheartedly. He had taken over the

office reluctantly and now was waiting to be replaced. There were

very few pupils in the house, and the superior saw no real future for

an apostolic nursery in this corner between Passau and Linz. Jordan

could only promise him to discuss the matter thoroughly with his

consultors in Rome. At the end of the month Jordan arrived in

Lochau, where he witnessed the end of the school year.

Unfortunately, quite a number of students had to be dismissed

because they showed no evidence of a vocation (July 3, 1907).

On July 8, Jordan reached Welkenraedt/Herbesthal where the local

superior was busy completing construction of the church and

convent. Finding himself short of money, he had not hesitated to

incur new debts, disregarding the Apostolic Visitator. Jordan showed



 The superior in Welkenraedt was busy building. Lüthen12

admonished him to keep absolutely to the amount approved by Rome: “As

the Apostolic Visi-tator is very irritated by the many constructions and debts

caused by building” (March 31, 1907). Through Pfeiffer, the procurator

general, the visitator made himself clear: “Today, I wrote to Fr. Anselm

[Schauff], superior in Welkenraedt; not to build more than what is really

necessary. The previous calculation of the building cost approved from here

must not be surpassed, this is strict order (J.A.)” (April 1, 1907).

Now Lüthen had also got used to including the corresponding

directives of the generalate ad acta, above all to shield Jordan from the

Apostolic Visitator. Jordan stayed in Welkenraedt July 8-13, showing himself

satisfied with the rising college. October 27, 1907 saw the solemn

inauguration of the church and monastery in Welkenraedt (SM, June 1908).

-8-

understanding because he liked the stylish monastery building.

However, he thought it was better not to provoke Fr. Antonio.12

His visit in the aspiring Hamont community was a joy for him and

for the members: “Here I found all good and content” (July 16, 1907).

Here he also received a detailed account from the superior about the

planned foundation of the sisters at Lommel.

From Belgium Jordan traveled to London. Here, too, Jordan found

the community in good shape. The archbishop and his vicar general

spoke with appreciation about the involvement of the priests (July

20, 1907).

In Wealdstone, Jordan took time to write the results of his visitations

up to then. He could be satisfied and grateful about its good course.

But a look at the situation of the entire Society gave cause for

concern. There were the gaps left by members who had left. The

Assam Mission had to be effectively helped to a new start. Jordan

worried whether the weak seedlings in Rio and Cartagena would be

able to struggle their way through without immediate help. He felt

really distressed and wrote to his vicar general inviting him to think

it over together with him: 

Transferring priests is very difficult, and we won’t be able to satisfy

them all. Lochau and Meran request a good teacher. Vienna X and

II one good catechist each. Then Rio de Janeiro and Assam. Then



 Bishop Scaccia of Tivoli was a welcome guest in the motherhouse.13

On August 7, however, he came on an important matter. He needed

professors for the Seminarium Interdioecesanum (G-2.5). Jordan hesitated.

Msgr. Filippo Giustini, Secretary of the Congregation for Bishops and

Religious, encouraged Jordan; he even urged him to free two priests as

professors (September 1, 1907). 

On September 4, Bishop Scaccia returned to Jordan who now

agreed. Beginning in the fall 1907, three priests gave lectures in the Tivoli

seminary in dogmatics, exegesis and patristics.

Pius X received Bishop Scaccia in audience on September 10, 1907,

-9-

Agram? So many houses in favorable regions and almost none in

the countries where they are needed (Wealdstone, July 19, 1907).

From England the route led him to Switzerland, where in Freiburg

Jordan inquired into the possibilities of training teachers for

secondary schools. Jordan thought the university city on the Saane

River would be the best solution for the time being, also because the

Benedictines trained their priests there for teaching (July 30, 1907). At

Drognens the question about salaries remained open. This, however,

bothered Jordan less. It was more important for him that in the

flourishing institute so many youngsters found a home and help for

their lives.

While in Freiburg, Jordan also learned that on July 24 the Apostolic

Visitator had been appointed Bishop of Caltanisetta. He hurriedly

sent his sincere good wishes to Fr. Antonio. He could only hope that

his elevation did not mean the appointment of a new apostolic

visitator for the Society.

On August 1, Jordan returned to Rome in the sweltering heat of

summer, and to an almost empty motherhouse. Jordan, too, took a

free day now and then to enjoy the healthy air of Villa Celimontana.

Bishop Scaccia of Tivoli had been awaiting Jordan’s return. On

August 7, he presented his request at the motherhouse. He needed at

least two professors for his seminary. Jordan asked for the time

necessary to deliberate with the priests at Tivoli regarding how to

help. September 4, the bishop again presented himself at the

motherhouse and Jordan agreed to his request.13



because he wanted to send the Subiaco students to Tivoli. On this occasion

the pope expressed his joy that Salvatorian priests had taken over such

important subjects. Bishop Scaccia hurried to pass this papal praise on to

Jordan (September 13, 1907).

 See, A Closer Look: 1.6. Narni.14
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September 8, the Feast of Mary’s Nativity, was a great day of

pilgrimage at Narni. Jordan wanted to take part that year. At the

same time he wanted to be shown the remodeling of the community

house. The question of property ownership had come up again, and

Jordan asked Bishop Mocenni to clear up this disagreeable question

definitely and legally. See, 1.6. Narni.14

From Narni the Founder went to Porto di Recanati to meet with the

con-freres and to visit Bishop Ranuzzi di Bianchi. Jordan returned

home via Loreto where he laid all his concerns before the Mother of

God in her holy shrine (September 11, 1907, SD II, 108).

All through the summer, and most of all during his long visitation

journey, Jordan was troubled by how to inspire confreres to work in

the Mission in Assam and how to get them free. The Prefect

Apostolic in Assam had already completed the trade school and was

impatiently awaiting capable brothers. It was not easy for Jordan to

free four skilled brothers from the houses which all had just

completed new buildings and were now furnishing them. It was no

less difficult to win priests for the mission. But in the end two priests

came forward.

The Prefect Apostolic, Becker, was insisting on more personnel and

more resources to guarantee that the mission could at least address

its actual needs fully. In doing this he used a demanding tone and

berated the Society’s involvement in the mission as completely

insufficient. He didn’t want to accept Jordan’s principle of helping

the mission not with full force, but within the Society’s limits. For

him what was ultimately at stake in Assam was not just a Society but

the very church of God. 



 See, A Closer Look: 1.7. Assam (I).15
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Becker soon came into open conflict with Jordan. The mission

superior considered it his right and duty to defend his position when

requested. His friends often reported to him things Jordan had said,

which made him even angrier. Jordan suffered from the fact that no

good under-standing was found between himself and the mission

superior.

Becker had more plans: to erect a mission center with a church in

Shil-long (the main station) along with a high school there for

children of the British colonial power. Jordan didn’t see any

possibility for the Society to guarantee the competent Salvatorian

personnel needed for such a demanding enterprise in the foreseeable

future. He found it more reasonable to engage the Christian School

Brothers for this. At any rate, Jordan didn’t dare refuse the mission

superior flat out. He was disposed to have some priests trained for

the start up. Three young priests declared themselves ready to begin

the corresponding studies in autumn 1907. The superior at

Wealdstone was to assist and care for them as if they were his own

members. Jordan was greatly distressed when Becker fell gravely ill

in summer 1907. A victim of his wearisome, pressing involvement,

he had to stop working for some time. 

On October 22, Jordan received in the motherhouse the Apostolic

Delegate for East India, Archbishop Zaleski. He viewed the renewal

of the Assam Mission with reservations, considering the growth

there too fast to be healthy. See, 1.7. Assam (I).  15

In autumn 1907, the good name of the members of Meseritsch was

maliciously dragged into the mud by Silesian newspapers. The

superior and his community were stunned. Unable to defend

themselves against the raging storm of defamation, Jordan asked the

superior to find support in prayer and trust in God (October 28,

1907). He evaluated these hateful “attacks against their most precious

possession, their good reputation” as a grave ordeal, but believed

that it was in the Lord’s plan: 

The Lord wants to unleash you from human honor and draw you

near Himself. Don’t be discouraged, it is not an unfavorable sign.
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Just persevere truly in goodness and trust in the Almighty! Jesus

Christ Himself was willing to sacrifice His good reputation

(November 24, 1907). 

The members knew that Jordan spoke from his own bitter experience

and they felt quite strengthened, knowing beyond any doubt that the

superior general, and thus the Society, stood with them.

While in 1906 and 1907 the Salvatorian fathers and brothers tread

water only with difficulty, the Salvatorian sisters visibly consolidated

their work, especially in Hungary and the United States. Milwaukee

inaugu-rated its own novitiate. A small community of sisters found

firm footing at Lommel in Belgium.

In the motherhouse in Salita San Onofrio, however, there was great

trouble throughout the year. Mother Mary fell ill repeatedly. Her

bodily strength declined visibly. In late fall she became completely

bedridden. Her illnesses often caused unbearable pain. On Christmas

Eve she was freed from her earthly purgatory and invited to the

heavenly Christmas. Some days later, according to her wish, her

body was taken to Campo Santo where she was laid to rest on

December 27, 1907.

News of Mother Mary’s death was not unexpected. Nevertheless, it

caused grief and trouble to Jordan. He could only hope that his

obedient and active fellow combatant, who the Lord had given him

25 years earlier, would assist her spiritual daughters from heaven.

He appealed to all sisters to stay true to the memory of their spiritual

mother. See, 1.8. Death of Mother Mary.16

At the beginning of 1908, Jordan sent good wishes together with an

ardent appeal to his spiritual sons. He asked them urgently to prove

themselves “true Salvatorians” and to accept sufferings and trials

which in the coming year would not spare “apostolic religious.”

They should be proud to belong to a family working and suffering

over the four corners of the earth “to glorify God and save souls.”
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Again he appealed to them to stick together: “Let us not give the

world the joy of seeing discord” (December 30, 1907).

Jordan could never deny his deep apostolic heart. His vision always

transcended human limits and extended to the whole Kingdom of

God. Some found such a disposition too unrealistic. Doubtless, all

recognized his best intentions, but unlike other foundations his

Society lacked a defined scope. Jordan clearly saw “apostolic

religious” as the best guarantee to overcome the difficulties,

temptations, and crises brought about by practical engagement.

Although his aposotolic desires never exclude the practical

knowledge needed for particular tasks, for Jordan

technical/professional training was always of secondary importance.

A Salvatorian had to be open for any activity, using any means “the

love of God inspires.” Among these means there was in the second

period of his foundation (i.e., after its transformation into a religious

congregation) a clear order of priorities. Foremost were the

“apostolic nurseries,” which he considered crucial for spreading of

the Kingdom of God in the world untouched by Christianity at that

time.

Incorporated in this practical aim were recruitment and formation of

apostolic vocations. Candidates without means were always given

preference because they were poor like the apostles. Although the

necessary academic formation was important, to Jordan it remained

always a means to an end. See, 1.9. Apostolic goal.17

Of course in everyday Salvatorian life such a haphazard approach

caused tension. Often the basic ideals informing “true Salvatorians”

conflicted with actual pastoral involvement, where visible results

depended on one’s ability and efficiency. Jordan feared that anyone

too wrapped up in pastoral work or educational activity might lose

the feeling for Salvato-rian openness, and consequently become inse-

cure in his commitment to universality–the hallmark the Society of

the Divine Savior.
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In autumn 1908, the Second General Chapter of the Society was to be

held. Already from the beginning of the year, this important event

cast its shadows over many matters calling for decision. The

Apostolic Visitator scrutinized the finances of the Society closely.

The procurator general, Pfeiffer, openly sided with him. He was

grateful that, like it or not, the Apostolic Visitator had presented

Jordan with the mountain of debt and urged him to sell one or

another asset of the Society. Jordan, however, was not disposed to

sell, but rather to improve. Up till then he had always found the

necessary means, whether to maintain the mother-house or to rescue

other houses threatened by insolvency. See, 1.10. Finances.  By the18

end of March, the preparatory agenda for the chapter was ready. On

April 8, it was convoked to begin on October 9, 1908.

On April 22 and 24, Jordan was able to meet with the bishop of Linz

for longer talks. He presented the prelate with his plans for the

community in Hamberg. The superior of that house and his confreres

didn’t show much inclination to engage fully to advance the nearly

failing school. The procurator general in Rome was urging the

transfer of novices and philosophers from the motherhouse to a

German-speaking house, thus allowing more rooms in Rome to be

leased out. As a fruit of this discus-sion Jordan noted in his Spiritual

Diary a startling comment from the bishop: “There is a danger for

apostolic orders: that their members avoid places of great want while

looking for others where they don’t have to bear such sacrifices” (SD

II, 113f).

In spring, when the transfer of the superior at Noto was due, the old

rivalry between the superiors of the Scala and Noto Città broke out

anew. The latter claimed for himself the right to represent both

houses at the general chapter. This, however, would have been

against the basic rules in force. The stubborn and ambitious superior

didn’t want to recognize the rule and began to torpedo the

prescribed ballots.

Jordan went personally to Sicily in the second half of May to clarify

the situation and make peace. But when he arrived at Noto he got the
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clear impression he was not at all welcome. So he reminded the

superior of his duty as superior, but noted expressly in his diary: “It

is very important to travel to the foundations and to hold frequent

visitations.” He added the admonition of St. Paul, which was familiar

to him based on the great apostolic rule, and he reminded himself

again: “Trust in the Lord and hope for success through him. Pray.

Noto, May 15, 1908" (SD II, 116).

He had hardly left, when the superior of Noto resumed his resistance

to the regular electoral procedure. Warning letters from Rome

remained unanswered. The generalate was sidelined. Jordan grew

restless and sent the procurator general to Noto (July 15) to look into

the matter. But he too was “brushed off.” The superior next took the

fight for his “right” to the Vatican congregation, which, however,

disagreed with his opinion and encouraged him to observe the

orders of the generalate. Then the obstinate superior used his own

strategy against the general chapter. If it took place without him;

then he wanted it wrecked. See, 1.11. Noto (II).19

This spring, too, was a season of comings and goings at the

motherhouse. On May 27, Archbishop Messmer of Milwaukee met

Jordan there and requested to be replaced as the spiritual father of

the sisters who worked for the benefit of his archdiocese. On June 3,

Cardinal Agliardi visited Jordan. They especially discussed the

concerns and difficulties caused by the Assam Mission. See, 1.12.

Agliardi.  On June 4, Jordan visited the community at Narni. Two20

days later he returned to Rome. 

From July 7-13, the sisters held their extraordinary general chapter.

Sr. Ambrosia, commissar of the Hungarian convents, was elected to

succeed Mother Mary. Jordan accompanied the sisters’ chapter with

his prayers but stayed away from their motherhouse, not wanting to

intrude. All the same, he was highly satisfied with the election

results.
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On July 22, Jordan started his summer visitations. They required

special ability and delicacy, as many confreres had become disturbed

by the upcoming chapter. The route led him via Genoa,

Domodossole, and Vevey to Romont, where he was fetched in a

coach by the superior of Drognens. Jordan noted with obvious

satisfaction: “Ticket only 33 Lire to Romont” (G-2.4). In his Spiritual

Diary he wrote: “Be completely dedicated to God and live, suffer,

work and die for Him, so that all be done according to His holy will.

Friday, August 28, 1908" (SD II, 117).

Two days earlier, Fr. Evarist Mader had arrived at Freiburg as new

rector for priests in studies. “The church authority could not but give

a good report about the fathers” (Freiburg, August 5, 1908). 21

On August 6, accompanied by Guerricus Brüger from Drognens,

Jordan traveled to Einsiedeln. The two did not spend the night in the

monastery because they had arrived late. The next day they went

early to the Shrine of Our Lady of the Dark Forest and celebrated

Mass at her altar (August 7). For dinner they were guests of Abbot

Thomas Bossart of Altishofen (abbot from 1905 to 1923). At the same
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time Cardinal Rampolla was spending his holidays there (July 23 to

October 2).  22

During dinner Jordan was seated in front of the cardinal. Among the

guests was also Archbishop Netzhammer of Bucharest, monk of

Einsiedeln, who had forged good relations with Jordan already in

Rome (Lochau, August 8, 1908; G-2.4). Jordan felt quite honored by

this attention. Again he spent the afternoon in the shrine, where he

laid the whole Society at the feet of the Mother of God. How deeply

and whole-heartedly he lived these hours in front of Our Lady’s

image can be seen from his notes in his Spiritual Diary (SD II, 117-

18).

On August 9, Jordan went on to Lochau alone. Here he was again

greatly beset by his apostolic restlessness to open the doors to more

poor candi-dates. “Oh, may Fr. Pancratius and Reverend Father

Antonio consider the matter of admission benevolently! My hands

are bound. Fiat voluntas Dei!” (Lochau, August 11, 1908).

From Lochau, Jordan traveled to Hamberg via Passau. Even before

start-ing from Rome, the generalate had asked the Congregation for

Religious to permit him to open a second novitiate in Hamberg. This

was granted on August 18. Realizing this idea, however, met with

resistance in Hamberg itself. The superior would agree only if the

current resident students would find another place to live. Jordan

reported this to his vicar general: “It is a difficult matter under the

present circumstances” (August 15, 1908). Jordan received special

advice from the superior: “Soon after my arrival, Fr. Canisius

[Werner] wanted to explain to me that I had better retreat from my

office.” Jordan reported this with a certain astonishment to his vicar

(Vienna, August 18, 1908). Also an article appeared in the Passau

Press, which was intended to create animosity against the superior

general. 
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On August 17, Jordan arrived at his confreres’ in Vienna. During the

week August 20-26, he visited the foundations at Meseritsch,

Trzebinia and Jägerndorf. Jordan refrained from visiting the Belgian

houses in 1908. On August 28, Jordan was already in Meran. The day

before, Lüthen himself had asked the superior at Meran to send him

a telegram, informing him when the “Reverend Father would come

back to Rome, so that his room could be painted two days before”

(August 27, 1908).

By September 2, Jordan was in Rome again, and Lüthen stated with

satis-faction: “Reverend Father has become strong, thank God”

(September 2, 1908). And “Reverend Father arrived in good health

from Meran the day before yesterday. He looks much better. Thank

God.” But Lüthen feared that the bad climate in Rome might soon

threaten this improvement (September 4, 1908).

During his visitation Jordan had especially desired to inspire and

win confreres for the missions. The year before, he had succeeded in

freeing five priests and three brothers for Assam. Thus the mission

stations were now served by two priests each. This year only two

priests volunteered– both for Brazil,  none for Assam. See, 1.13.23

Rio. The Prefect Apostolic was bitterly disappointed. He also found

the financial support much too spare. In the coming general chapter

he hoped to achieve a breakthrough for the mission, which was

undergoing a hopeful re-foundation.

From Assam, Becker turned to the Apostolic Visitator for backing in

pressuring Jordan. To Becker it seemed that the Society should cut

back on its own interests and give preference to the development of

the Catholic Church in such a large country as Assam. Fr. Antonio,

now Archbishop of Caltanisetta, answered kindly and reservedly

that the prospects of the Society were still very limited. He felt it

advisable to send his own letter addressed to the Prefect Apostolic, to

Jordan first for inspection.
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Jordan would have liked to help the mission more, and he himself

deeply regretted that the Society’s options were currently so limited.

On the other hand, he could not force anyone to go to the mission.

He admonished Becker to go more slowly, so the Society could keep

up. Also in whatever houses he stayed, whenever asked, Jordan

made no secret of his position: that between the Society and its

promising mission there was to be a balanced relationship. He

warned against exaggerated expectations. This moderate stance was

relayed to Becker by his friends from earlier days with whom he

continued in good communication by letter. That Jordan resisted

letting the Society become burdened immoderately for the sake of

Assam’s ongoing development was considered by Becker as mistrust

directed towards him personally. He wrote to Jordan quite frankly

that his attitude towards the mission was dangerous; it might even

breed renewed discord.

Jordan protested the accusation of slighting the mission,

admonishing Becker to proceed cooperatively. For the time being he

was simply expecting too much from the Society. To Becker this

answer was of little help. He didn’t want his good plans endangered

by the reserve of the superior general. He compiled his demands and

sent this report to all the delegates to the upcoming chapter. He said

he thought his proposals were moderate, that they couldn’t damage

the Society, and would be useful to the mission. In case the chapter

could not accept his demands, the Society would have to renounce

the mission for reasons of conscience. Without deliberating with the

generalate, the Prefect Apostolic presented a petition directly to the

Propaganda to split up the vast mission territory. On October 3,

Becker arrived in Rome with plenty of time to defend his position

out loud wherever it seemed necessary or convenient. See, 1.14.

Assam (II).24

When at the beginning of September he arrived in Rome from Meran,

the preparations for the general chapter were in full swing. There

were some unpleasant incidents. Most of all, the various election

groups couldn’t agree with one another. It became rather painfully
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apparent that the young Society still lacked tradition and discipline

in this realm. See, 1.15. Election irregularities.25

Most of all, the superior of Noto Città, Fr. Romualdus Goriwoda

attacked the general chapter. As superior of two houses (since June 1,

1908) he pretended to be a legal capitular. After being refused, he

tried in his clever way to scuttle the general chapter. He declared it

had not been legally convoked and the delegates had been selected in

a way contrary to every divine and human law.

The Roman congregations shook their heads at this obstinate

eccentricity, and with immense patience tried to smooth the waves of

annoyance and placate the offended local superior as far as possible.

He, however, was not prepared to submit, and continued fomenting

the confusion he himself had caused. In the end, the generalate found

it a more tolerable solution to invite the superior as a delegate to the

chapter than to oppose him. See, 1.16. Disgruntled delegate.26

Some had invited the Apostolic Visitator to step in so that this top

meet-ing of the Society would affect the innovations expected by so

many. Fr. Antonio took such apprehensions and cares very seriously.

He wanted to protect the authority and freedom of the general

chapter and to prevent the intrigues of malevolent people. He would

have liked to come to the chapter personally but couldn’t get free

from his diocese in the first half of October. So he proposed to the

generalate and to the Congregation for Religious a confrere from the

Carmelite generalate: Fr. Clement Gerum, OCD, a native Bavarian.

After some discussion the generalate, who preferred Fr. Antonio,

agreed, and the Congregation confirmed Gerum as president of

General Chapter II of the Salvatorians. See, 1.17. II General Chapter,

preparations.27
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On October 9, the chapter opened with 30 capitulars present. As they

were still waiting for the superior of Noto Città, the proper work

could not begin. In the afternoon he appeared and declared to

everybody’s surprise, that he could not recognize the chapter as

legal. He would present his reasons to the Congregation. As a sign of

his protest he left the meeting room and boycotted the proceedings.

See, 1.18. II General Chapter, protest.28

After this painful prelude, the election for superior general began. In

a secret pre-meeting, those capitulars who were against the re-

election of the Founder had come to a relative agreement. Their

candidate was the Prefect Apostolic of Assam. Thus, at the first

balloting Jordan received just half the votes; half a dozen went to

Becker, others were spoiled or void. This ballot was consequently a

loud vote of no confidence in Jordan. The second ballot had the same

result, and Jordan was again set in the pillory. Only on the third

ballot did the few undecideds pull together. But Jordan received 18

votes, an embarrassing result. 

After Jordan’s adversaries had been narrowly overcome, they wanted

at all costs to break up the Jordan-Lüthen team. They requested that a

completely new general council should be elected as this would be

the only way to keep the superior general in check. See, 1.19. II

General Chapter, elections.29

Thus, Lüthen was excluded from the new generalate. He accepted

this undeserved discrimination with silent and humble calm. Jordan

was even more astonished at such an ungrateful treatment of his

most faithful comrade in arms than at his own humiliating narrow

re-election as superior general. He was somehow calmed by the fact

that all the new general consultors were among those who had truly

stood with him during the Salvatorian crisis.

The capitulars themselves understood afterwards that their

procedure had not been without blame, and that they could not
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simply hide the co-Founder of the Society somewhere. They decided

that Lüthen should keep the second place in the Society and be

subject directly to the general superior. He himself didn’t want any

personal privileges, but the capitu-lars were adamant. For Jordan it

was a consolation that Lüthen did not at all think about leaving the

motherhouse and he could be assured of his continued precious

advice.

These dark election days had deeply stirred Jordan’s mind. He knew

the true majority was on his side, but he had also to put up with the

resolute minority. Would he succeed? He prayed: “Oh Mother of

God, you are my mother! Help me, defend me, protect me! Oh my

Mother! October 11, 1908" (SD II, 119). See, 1.20. Lüthen.30

Jordan’s conscience remained disturbed. Should he simply put up

with the “agitation” which had come forth in the general assembly?

Such a procedure had been, in his opinion, illegal. Jordan pondered

asking the Congregation to express its opinion. Gerum, the president

of the chapter, was able to set him at ease. The newly-elected vicar

general, Theophilus Muth asked Jordan to forget, to pardon, and to

place his full confidence upon the dissenters. Jordan was willing to

do so and assured each and every one of his trust. But he could not

eliminate completely the real ten-sion and dissonance between the

two unequal camps. On the contrary, in certain matters it necessarily

came up again, especially from those who had not succeeded in

excluding Jordan and thus lacked the green light to implement their

own pet projects. See, 1.21. II General Chapter, continuing

dissent.31

The proposals of the minority were well prepared in the various

commissions (in which Jordan did not take part). Those presenting

the proposals at the plenum often made use of intimidating

eloquence in defending their points of view. This called up counter-

speakers. Jordan presented his doubts where it seemed necessary to

him. But he began to feel that his great experience was hardly valued.
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He felt caught unaware by his eloquent opponents. The ballots

sometimes followed one another too quickly, before he had come to a

conclusion in his conscience, or before he had been able to discuss

the matter with anyone in whom he had confidence.

Among the problems, dividing the Society into provinces took

priority. Then the program of studies was discussed. Many

ambitious resolutions were made. Jordan defended himself for his

apostolic view as well as he could. But General Chapter II was

definitely the hour of the “Several Salvatorians.” Jordan feared the

worldwide Society would be accommo-dated to a “Germanic

system.” He prayed fervently: “I am ready for everything for you, Oh

Lord; Almighty, show me Your will. October 18, 1908" (SD II, 119).

See, 1.22. II General Chapter, deliberations.32

The Mission of Assam was the next item to be treated. Already in the

first days of the general chapter the Prefect Apostolic had criticized

Jordan for caring too little for the mission. Jordan simply remarked

that Becker had the holy duty to engage himself totally for the

mission. But as superior general, he himself had to decide whether

particular requests were acceptable to the Society.

A few days later, the mission superior launched a new attack: he

argued that in the coming years the Society would be incapable of

satisfying the needs of the mission. Jordan remarked that

Propaganda Fide had the right to take the mission from us again, but

it would not prescribe how many missionaries the Society had to

make available. In the beginning it had not been the Society which

had asked for the mission. He himself had been urged by the

Propaganda to take over a region that until then had been so

abandoned. He had willingly agreed, but with the express limitation

“within the possibilities of the Society.”

There was already a certain tension in chapter when Becker

presented and argued his proposals. He requested three mission

procuras in order to finally guarantee the necessary means for the

mission. These centers should be accountable only to him. The
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assembly accepted his proposals. Then the Prefect Apostolic

demanded that the Society should free 2 priests a year for the Assam

Mission. Jordan pointed out that such an ordinance would be

meaningless, because the Society would not be in a position to fulfill

that mandate in the coming years. Becker withdrew this proposal

and only demanded that the superior general should endeavor to

give more missionaries to Assam.

Jordan was grieved because the Prefect Apostolic made him appear

as a virtual opponent of the mission. But he refrained from

presenting his reservations about the mission superior in the chapter,

which apparently was on Becker’s side, showing itself very mission-

friendly. Jordan only demanded that the generalate should have

some right to inspect the administration of the mission and be

involved in its planning. Becker, however, considered himself as an

independent canonical superior and was not in favor of common

consultation or consent. (After Becker had departed, Jordan could

not refrain from expressing his surprise to him by letter for having

shown himself so harsh and negative towards the superior general

during the chapter. See, 1.23. II General Chapter and the Assam

Mission.)  33

The last item to be treated was the economic situation of the Society.

There was no doubt about the debt burden. The procurator general

himself had asked for a letter of admonition from the Apostolic

Visitator, which he read at the beginning in order to win the

capitulars for his proposals. Pfeiffer urged a reshaping of the Society.

The small houses should disappear, the large houses instead should

receive more person-nel. In this way forces could be spared and

debts could be reduced more effectively. All houses with pastoral

activity should pay a tax to benefit the heavily indebted houses of

formation. The motherhouse should be unburdened by transferring

the philosophers and novices to Hamberg. The chapter accepted

these proposals as a whole. Also according to the proposal of the

general procurator it was decided not to call all the establishments of

the Society “Marian Colleges” any longer, but rather “Salvatorian
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Colleges.” This proposal was not to Jordan’s taste but it met with the

capitulars’ favor.

On October 28, Jordan introduced the capitulars to the Holy Father,

who greeted each one heartily. At their departure, Pius X put both

his hands on the Founder’s head, saying so that all could hear: “Most

Reverend Father, may the Lord reward all you have done.” Jordan

never forgot this blessed hour. The audience had additional im-

portance for him because it took place in the small throne room

where Leo XIII had encouraged him and blessed him on September

8, 1880, when he had first presented his embryonic plans.

The next day the Second General Chapter concluded. The president,

Fr. Clement, praised the harmony and peace, the energy and

diligence which had determined the efforts of the chapter. The

differences of opinion had been only natural and were in no way a

sign of discord. He himself was glad that everything had proceeded

in brotherly love. See, 1.24. II General Chapter, close and

implementation.34

The Apostolic Visitator had, of course, the duty to approve the

chapter. Fr. Clement Gerum forwarded the short minutes to him. Fr.

Antonio requested additional explanations from the generalate, but

he was pleased about the elections and the course of the chapter. He

also approved the re-election of Jordan as superior general,

wondering whether it would not have been better for Jordan to

renounce his small margin of victory and free the chair for someone

else.

While staying in Rome in the second half of November, the Visitator

brought his good wishes personally to the superior general (Novem-

ber 17, G-2.4). Fr. Antonio proposed appointing an extraordinary

visitator for the Society to ensure the fruits of the general chapter.

The generalate, however, didn’t consider this the most urgent

concern. Instead it appointed the apostolic missionary, Fr. Dominic
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Daunderer, who had been elected general consultor, as visitator of

the missions for internal matters of the Society (November 28, 1908).

As its first order of business, the generalate wanted to realize the

chapter’s decision to divide the Society into six provinces. But the

Congregation for Religious, changing the detailed decision of the

chapter, only approved the proposed division into four provinces.

On December 14, 1908, the novice master, Paulus Pabst, together

with the novices moved from Rome to Hamberg. Soon after the start

of the new year Weigang also left Rome. After initial resistance, he

agree to accept the office of superior at Trzebinia. Thus Jordan had to

say goodbye to two true and trusted collaborators.

As much as it vexed him, Jordan had been unable bring his basic

concern before the general chapter: that vocations had become so

scarce. Now for Jordan began the last and most colorless period as

superior general. He thought that after the tumultuous years on the

apostolic front line, now a quiet life should follow. Increasingly he

wanted to do everything so that “exterior activity” should not

overwhelm the interior spirit (November 23, 1908, SD II, 120). In his

loneliness as Founder he bound himself all the more closely to the

Lord: “Oh Lord, help me. I trust in you. You are my hope. You are

my rock” (November 29, 1908). He wanted to be quite prepared and

quite open: “Oh pray, pray, pray much! Do your duty! Oh God, show

me the way! December 11, 1908" (SD II, 120).
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1. Years of Trial and Temptation. A Closer Look

1.1/6. The Visitator’s orders. In his own way Fr. Antonio, the

Apostolic Visitator, contributed to the subdued celebration of the

silver jubilee of the Society. On November 9, 1906, he had ordered

sternly: 

In order to repay the debts of the Society, the General Consulta’s

attention is called, that in future I will not approve buildings or

acquisition of goods which incur debts, not even 500 Lire. Nor is

remodeling allowed if it incurs debts. All exceptions need the

agreement of the generalate and my own nihil obstat; without the

latter everything remains non avra effetto [without effect].

On November 29, the generalate informed all superiors of this order.

The depth of the financial embarrassment of that time can be

seen from a letter of Lüthen to the Apostolic Prefect in Assam: 

Meanwhile, a real financial embarrassment had also arisen in the

established communities. Almost all look to the motherhouse as if we had

the capital lying ready, while we ourselves have not yet paid off the second

installment of 150,000 Lire due to the Duke (the first one has been paid

through a mortgage loan from Turin, as you already know, but it still

requires payment of interests). Lochau, Hamberg, Meran cause the greatest

difficulties (February 8, 1907).

Pfeiffer handled the external affairs of the Society cleverly.  Quite in*

step with the Apostolic Visitator, he tried to close the small houses in

favor of larger communities. He would have liked most to close

down all the existing houses in Italy with the exception of the

motherhouse and, of course, Porto di Recanati, on which Fr. Antonio

kept his eyes. Also to him Agram in the restless Hungarian heart of

the multinational state had no future. But to Jordan precisely these

neglected regions seemed to have a good future. Though any real

hope for a “Hungarian apostolic nursery” had receded, the field of

action attracted Jordan.**
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1.2/7. Encouraging Letter. 

Beloved Sons! Rome, July 25, 1907

With deep sorrow I have noticed your local situation. Day

and night I ask God for help and I suffer much. Above all we must

not leave the battlefield in times of conflict and distress, but as

courageous fighters for Christ we must suffer, fight and work for

His holy cause, doing our best with confidence in the Almighty

who will assist his trusty warriors. In battle and distress the true

disciple of Christ proves his worth; and if we want to do something

great for ourselves and others we must take the same way our

Divine Master has taken.

Humiliations contribute to this aim more than exaltations,

if they are endured with patience and perseverance. But even

before the world it will be more honorable if you persevere at your

post. The evil enemy would like to see you abandoning it, however,

we won’t give him an opportunity to triumph. You think that we

[on the Generalate] don’t want to help you even though we could.

How much have I already prayed, worked and tried to help you!

You don’t know all the obstacles; I can’t write them all down. So

much, beloved sons, I want to recommend urgently; persevere at

your post which Divine Providence has entrusted to you, and do

your best! What a consolation to you, when you have led the ship

past the dangerous shoals with God’s help. Our success is

proportional to our sufferings. 

Pray in common, here we also pray in common. Bring this

sacrifice to the God-man sacrificed for us, and persevere patiently

for the honor of God, for your really great merits, and for the

consolation of your lovingly suffering spiritual father.

I greet and bless you, commending you to the special

protection of our heavenly Mother.

Your loving spiritual father,

Fr. Francis of the Cross.



 On April 25, 1907, Ludwig Barth, pastor of St. Lawrence in*

Milwaukee died. He was the man who 10 years earlier got the green light

from Archbishop Katzer for Salvatorians to take over the legacy of Pastor

Oschwald in 1896. Following his wish, Barth was buried in St. Nazianz (SM,

May 1907). 

Pastor Peter Mutz, Oschwald’s successor since 1875, had preceded

Barth in death by two months on February 12, 1907, and was buried beside

his parish church, St. Gregory, which he had handed over to the Salvatorians

by order of the bishop on September 1, 1905 (SM, May 1907).
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1.3/8. St. Nazianz. On October 24, 1907, in time for the silver jubilee

of the Society, Bishop Fox of Green Bay, WI “inaugurated the new

monastery” of St. Nazianz. Salvatorianischen Mitteilungen remarked:

“We would have liked to see among us also our Founder” (February

1908).  *

But Jordan could only accompany the courageous activity of

the local community with his prayers and good wishes: “Be

convinced of my love and my kindness toward you and all” (October

13, 1907). However, communication between Rome and St. Nazianz

was limited to the most necessary. Jordan was sorry when Deibele

could not get free for the Second General Chapter, but let himself be

represented by the superior of Wealdstone.

While the new building was still going up, the superior

submit-ted a petition to erect a novitiate for brothers. At the Vatican,

however, the matter was considered premature (Dilata of the

Congregation, 1907, A Rel 7101/16).

1.4/9. Noto (I). On April 29, 1907, Jordan started his visitation of

Sicily. The two houses in Noto (Scala and Città) with their 4

members, could have complemented one another in a brotherly and

helpful way. But again and again discord and jealousy arose. When

letters arrived from Rome urging peace, they were not kind-hearted

toward the generalate.

At Scala, there had been a case of typhus. The region was

also endangered by malaria. Jordan therefore, ordered urgent and

immediate hygienic improvements in the house (cf., review by

Lüthen, June 25, 1907). Disheartened, Jordan left for Rome on May 6,

arriving on May 7.



 Once more Jordan ordered absolute abstinence for Jungbauer. He*

also opposed his false “mysticism” (May 18, G-42). Finally, he forbade him

to take any wine outside meals (July 3, 1908). He promised the superior of

the Scala, “to procure a medicine from England” for the wine-sick priest

(July 9, 1908, G-42).
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In summer renewed quarreling broke out. The superior of

Noto Città wanted various pieces of furniture from Scala. The

superior of Scala refused. Jordan had doubts: “Do we have a right to

dispose in this way of things given to Scala?” (to Lüthen, Lochau,

July 7, 1907).

The two superiors wanted to appeal to the Holy See. Lüthen

asked the superior of Scala “not to appeal (to Fr. Antonio!!)” He

asked in turn who they would propose to take his own place if

Lüthen himself were to replace the superior in Città (August 27,

1907, G-41).

A few days later the vicar general returned to the quarrel and

admonished the disputants to solve the contested issue at first with

the help of the generalate, “before making an appeal; for such

appeals do not bring us honor” (September 1, 1907). In the

community of the Città, Fr. Simeon Heimann opposed his superior at

the instigation of Fr. Erasmus Jungbauer. The latter had also caused

trouble at Scala and should be “handled better.”*

Lüthen never tired of mediating: “Try to keep peace with Fr.

Simeon,” he encouraged the superior in Noto Città (September 21,

1907, G-41; October 9, 1907). On September 26, 1907, Bishop Blandini

stayed in the motherhouse where Jordan could discuss with him the

unquiet community in Noto Città. 

1.5/11. Vacation restrictions. Jordan had permitted priests to pass

their summer holidays with a certain friendly diocesan pastors he

knew. On May 16, 1907, the Apostolic Visitator published a decree

prohibiting this kind of villigiatura. To Jordan personally he added:

“Whoever needs a change of air may stay in another community of

the Society” (BL-1042). Thus some superiors, particularly those of

Lochau and Meran, got into considerable difficulties because the

nearest community was far away and the money required to travel

there was beyond the scope of the local budget. Through oral
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negotiations with Fr. Antonio, Jordan succeeded in reaching some

exceptions in quite credible cases (BL-1037).

The superior of Meran, however, could not reconcile himself

to the order of the Apostolic Visitator and probably also suspected

that it had been promoted by the generalate. Lüthen assured him that

his order had been given “quite independently from us” by Fr.

Antonio (June 4, 1908), “to whom someone must have complained”

(April 6, 1907). The superior of Meran again wanted to shift the

vacation site to diocesan “pastoral stations.” But the vicar general

could only reply: “Fr. Antonio has forbidden” (May 9, 1907). 

Looking for an alternative, Fr. Chrysologus Raich wanted to

buy a small property for villegiatura. Lüthen wrote him: “The matter

sounds quite good. But how can you do it without incurring debts?

This is the dilemma.” Even if no debts would have to be incurred, Fr.

Antonio had reserved his agreement for any purchase in the Society

(April 19, 1907). Nevertheless, in the tardy financial account from

Meran there appeared a “new farm villegiatura.” Lüthen immediately

requested information about the name of the farm, when bought, etc.

“Please, this immediately; Fr. Antonio occupies himself with it,

because he saw the increase in debt” (September 15, 1907). 

The superior of Meran hurried to explain to Rome that the

new farm (Gögelehof) had only been rented and by mistake had

slipped into the account. His brother-in-law Anton Vantsch had

bought it May 6 (September 23, 1907). The sly superior of Meran,

however, wanted to buy the Gögelehof. Lüthen requested an exact

memorandum. 

Fr. Antonio, now in Sicily, has the last word. He will be opposed.

Since by building and buying, the houses so often slipped into debt,

the situation here is not good in regard to buying (December 10,

1907).

At the beginning of the new year Jordan ended the to and fro: 

Sorry to inform you that after a long examination I have come to the

firm opinion, that the acquisition of the Wannenhof is not the will of

God and, as sorry as I am, I cannot give my agreement. My reasons

are grave, but I can’t explain them here and now (January 8, 1908). 

The superior as well as the prefect complained to the vicar general

about these “policies” of the Jordan’s (cf., G-42, April 8, 1908).
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In summer of the following year the question of the holiday

places came up anew. The superior of Meran tried to persuade

Lüthen to keep the generalate out of the matter. Lüthen, who after so

many defec-tions did not find the visitator’s order unwelcome, had

to explain to Raich: “It is wrong to assume we are relieved of all

responsibility in regard of the order of the Apostolic Visitator.” He

pointed out that the generalate had to give an exact account of the

disciplinary status of the Society to the Congregation this year and

also had to answer, whether members had stayed in “diocesan

houses.” All this was to be taken seriously, “since the pope himself

appeals to the scrutator cordium, there is no excuse” (June 22, 1908).

The community in Meran was in great financial trouble all

these years. The number of students fell from 22 in the school year

1907-08 to 12 (Form 2 & 3) in the fall of 1908. Furthermore, good

cooperation in the community was still lacking. The vicar superior

and prefect of studies –at the same time president of the Humaniora

Commission– used the bad financial situation as a pretext to hire

himself out as a tutor with one aristocratic family. He argued that in

this way he would be able to help finance the house. The generalate

agreed in good faith too hurriedly, noticing only afterwards that Fr.

Simon Stein had used the financial stress of the college as a pretext to

”get free.” “Financially, he hasn’t helped us,” the procurator general

had to state (October 30, 1907).

Jordan, who found the new building in Meran quite

monastic, beautiful and simple, urged them to accept more students,

at least into the existing grades (Meran, June 7, 1907), and he tried to

get temporary financial help from the Ludwig Mission Union

(December 12, 1907, BL-1018). All the while he continued

encouraging the superior to persevere:

Don’t let yourself be trapped by discouragement. Let us always do

our duty and trust in the Lord. Let us all be obedient, even if it’s

hard, for in this way we shall safely reach victory. How many grave

sacrifices had I to make in this regard, but in this way we shall win,

for it is the will of God. The grace of Christ the Crucified be with

you (October 22, 1907).

In March 1908, the community assumed a mortgage and thus got a

longer term for the debt service (Permit of the Congregation, March

27, 1908, A Rel 999/17).
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1.6/14. Narni, At the Santuario del Ponte there were now 3 priests and

3 Italian brothers. The superior, Fr. Protasius Schwartzhuber, had

plans to start rabbit and hen breeding. Lüthen considered this risky.

In addition he warned him against using foot traps to protect his

farm (July 9, 1907).

The question of who owned the property of the residence

was revisited. Jordan came to Narni the Feast of Mary’s Nativity,

September 8. The vicar general had announced him, assuring the

local superior:

We know your zeal and your desire that it [the community there]

may flourish. But be happy that God has done so much through

you and is still doing much, and by doing so you have had and still

have various crosses; this makes it clear God does not forget you

(September 2, 1907).

Once there, Jordan conferred with the local bishop who summoned a

lawyer to ensure the property rights were all with the Cathedral

Chapter. Once this was definitely clarified, Schwartzhuber could

complete the rectory. The superior, however, didn’t want to wait

forever or even to be delayed. He had, in fact, money of his own at

his disposal. But from Rome came a gentle warning: money of one’s

own was money of the Society, and thus belonged to the Society’s

house in Narni. Schwartz-huber may quietly continue building; but

there had to be security that in the end the building money would

not be missing. For that would again trigger difficulties with the

Apostolic Visitator (October 9, 1907, BL-994).

Bishop Francesco Moretti could not and did not want to

loose the help of the Salvatorians in his small diocese, although Fr.

Antonio was sternly urging them to keep only those foundations that

were canon-ically fully occupied. The general procurator, too, hoped

Narni would be given up as the confreres would be of more help to

the indebted Society in larger houses. Jordan took the side of Bishop

Moretti who presented their mutual concern to Pius X. The pope

encouraged him, since “he would find great support and help in the

Society of the Divine Savior, to whose care and direction of the

Shrine of Madonna del Ponte was entrusted.” Jordan at once

interpreted this as a sign that not everything should be done exactly

according to Fr. Antonio’s views. The superior of Narni could

continue the interrupted reconstruction with renewed energy. He



 Becker had received the decisive sum of 5,000 rupees from Daniel*

O’Brien, a mission benefactor who had already assisted Münzloher. An Irish

Catholic, O’Brien had once worked as a military physician and then in civil

service. At the age of 50 he set up a tea plantation 10 km outside Dibrugarh.
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hoped “to complete the building soon with a small debt burden”

(SM, March 1908).

1.7/15. Assam (I). The Apostolic Prefect, Fr. Christopher Becker, was

full of enthusiasm for his plan to give a new face to the Assam

Mission. 

As we had said before, Fr. Christopher is making it too hot for us.

As he wants to call to life a high school as well as a trade school, he

requests four brothers for the latter and a few priests for the former.

There is no parliamentary discussion. 

In October, 4 brothers must be sent: a shoemaker, a cabinet

maker, 2 for various branches of farming (Lüthen to the superior of

Meran, March 23, 1907).

Jordan and the generalate were pleased with the renewal of the

mission. However, the pace proposed by Becker was too fast. 

Now Assam at once makes such great demands under the new

Prefect! In fact, [he said] the [Protestant] sects would otherwise

attract everyone to themselves! (Lüthen to the superior of Rio, April

10, 1907).

The Apostolic Prefect had the trade school ready in the summer of

1907 and was now waiting for the brothers.  Jordan pressed the local*

superiors in Europe hard because they found it difficult to set

brothers free. 

Following up, Becker wanted to erect the central house,

“which had been a pressing need for years; the mission is disparaged

by the [Protestant] sects for its building, etc.” (Lüthen to the superior

of Meran, who had to give up his “professional joiner” brother (July

17, 1907). 

Jordan’s most pressing concern was to find enough priests

for Assam. The Propaganda urged “that some stations be occupied

by two. In addition, Fr. Christopher and the missionaries are

strident” (Lüthen to the superior of Welkenraedt, who freed up one

priest for Assam, September 2, 1907).
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On December 19, one priest and three brothers departed

from Naples. The fourth brother lost courage at the last minute. His

ticket had to be given back. Lüthen then took stock: “With the 4

brothers going to the mission, again a great gap arises in the Society

and how to fill it! Incomprehensible, that no brothers apply” (to

Becker, November 8, 1907). On February 19, 1908, one more priest

left for Assam.

Becker’s pet idea was to erect a high school in Shillong. That

would boost the status of the mission in the eyes of the colonial

power and create better relations with the government. The

generalate did its best to offer first aid to the mission superior. In the

fall of 1907, Jordan sent three priests to Liverpool to the Christian

School Brothers to be prepared for high school teaching. “This could

not be circumvented” Lüthen said (December 10,1907).

Jordan won two more priests for mission work. The high

school, however, puzzled him much. He clearly foresaw that the

Society could not provide enough teachers (especially because of the

diminished number of vocations) to lead a high school for Europeans

and Anglo-Indians in Shillong. It had too few teachers and educators

for its own “apostolic nurseries.” He also thought that this task in

Assam should be taken over by others, so that the Society’s own

priests might be kept free for the mission itself.

During his visitation trip through Europe in summer 1907,

Jordan was haunted by the concern of finding a way out. How could

the Apostolic Prefect found the school and at the same time not over

burden the Society? “I would like it best if Fr. Christopher could get

Teaching Brothers for the school” (Lochau, July 4, 1907). “The high

school causes me much concern” (Herbesthal, July 10; Wealdstone,

July 21).

Jordan asked his vicar general to get exact information from

the Christian Brothers in the Prati about the requirement for teachers

“for the entire course, of all classes. If only Fr. Christopher could get

Christian Brothers” (Ibid.). Now in Switzerland, Jordan had just

missed Lüthen’s answer. 

Have you not received my letter regarding high school? I am afraid

Fr. Christopher undertakes too much. Will the high school last?

Why do most other religious orders in India not have them?

(Freiburg, July 25, 1907).



 Christopher Becker, The River Valley of the Brahmaputra, Aachen:*

Missions Publishers, 1927, in the series Books of the World Mission, vol. 7 by

Franziskus Missionsverein, Aachen. In this highly interesting, heavily

illustrated work the Apostolic Prefect describes the history of the Assam

Mission. Part I gives the geography, history and religion of pagan Assam.

Part II tries to follow the Catholic mission activity in Assam until the year

1890. Part III describes the mission’s development and flourishing under the

German missionaries “up to their expulsion due to World War I.” In this

part Becker treats “all the numerous reports published by the missionaries

from 1890 to 1916. Of course, the grueling internal trials of the mission and

their differences with Rome are omitted.
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If at first the Apostolic Prefect did not accept Jordan’s doubts, by

summer 1907, after his economic sorrows seemed ended for good, he

accepted them even less. 

The 76 year-old benefactor of the mission, Dr. O’Brien, had

fallen gravely ill and asked Becker to come. Despite the rainy season

and the latter’s bad health, the Apostolic Prefect didn’t hesitate a

minute to fulfill the old man’s request. He spent a full week in the

heated plantation. O’Brien had no near relatives and wanted to use

his large property for a good purpose. Becker assisted him in writing

his will containing a special contribution for the Salvator Church in

Shillong. The necessary legacies were fixed. Any remaining property

should become a trust, “which should bear the name of his wife and

be used for the education of Catholic children of Europeans and

Eurasians as well as for orphans.” The fund should be handed to

Becker after O’Brien’s death to be disposed of by the Apostolic

Prefect in office. The fund was more than a half million Gold Mark.

With this the high school and the Loreto School for European girls

was financially safe.

O’Brien died in 1908. Distant relatives contested the validity

of the will. The Apostolic Prefect won the 2-year process before the

High Court of Justice in Calcutta, because he was accepted as

principal witness (SM, May 1907; River Valley of the Bramaputra, 472f).*

In the summer of 1907, Becker had fallen ill, suffering

stomach cramps and sleeplessness. He had to go to Gauhati to regain

his strength. At the end of April 1907, the Apostolic Prefect sent the

report on the missionaries. He again pointed to “the two wounds of

the missions: lack of personnel and means.” In these regards there

existed great dissatisfaction among the priests. Already in the



 In such a young, far-flung religious Society rumors easily erupted.*

One factor was the poor relations between the Assam Mission and the

motherhouse, which was suspected of competing with it in fund raising. The

generalate defended itself repeatedly against such unfounded charges.

Below is the text of a the vicar general’s handwritten letter in which he

names these misinterpretations and proposes ways to restore good relations

between motherhouse and mission.
Collegium Marianum Romanum

Society of the Divine Savior

Circular letter (It is asked not to make remarks on these pages.)

To all dear spiritual confreres of the Society of the Divine Savior

in Assam. To our greatest regret we perceive in Rome that the relation of

our dear confreres in Assam with Rome is somehow disturbed. The

resentment, as we are told, is caused by the opinion that the motherhouse

did not take care of the financial distress in Assam; some even believe there

are reasons to suppose that the interests of the mission were directly

damaged from here by estranging the benefactors of Assam to the

advantage of the motherhouse. As such a misunder-standing can cause

most deplorable consequences, I feel compelled to enter more in detail into

the matter and to show how to restore good relations with the motherhouse.

Therefore, I note the following:

1) One must not blame the supreme direction of the Society [i.e., the

generalate] for individual painful events which can happen with or without

its knowledge.

2) In order to be able to examine and to prevent future cases of a possible

restric-tion of mission interests, each confrere may report to us each case as

exactly as possible. Just recently I examined two cases–very grave cases

reported by one of you–and thank God the complaint proved quite
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previous year Becker had declared that in the coming year they

would have to give up extending the mission work into completely

new districts (July 10; September 21, 1906). Instead, the existing

stations would have to be manned better. With insufficient means

“one simply can’t accomplish anything.” The Society had to defend

itself like other religious congregations. The mission procurator

needed more liberty to become more active. Then Becker addressed

the objection voiced by some that begging for the mission damaged

the interests of the Society, whose other needs were great too. “If we

continue as we have, the mission truly can neither live nor die. This

can’t go on.” A way had to be found taking into account the interests

of both the mission and the Society. Becker points to the successes of

other missionary apostolates (April 22, 1907).*



untenable. Herewith, I do not want to say that there were not or will not

also be justified complaints. While I, therefore, urge you to present here

each case, I also declare that I will conscien-tiously test and examine them,

and I will induce the Venerable Father to take further steps.

3) It is in the interest of the mission that the missionaries diligently submit

reports, maybe with photos, which are used either for Der Missionär or

Salvatori-anische Mitteilungen. In fact, the benefactors of the mission usually

read these magazines and thus are reminded again of the mission and its

needs, even when gifts are not directly asked for.

4) In future, care shall also be taken here that simple requests occurring in

such articles not be suppressed; the articles shall also, as far as possible, be

recom-mended for unedited publication; however, the right of each edition

must be respected also by the confreres in Assam. Direct orders of episcopal

offices definitely forbidding collecting for missions, etc., appeared in the

last years. This may partly excuse former serious happenings.

5) The idea has been spread in Assam that the motherhouse was using some

gifts intended for the mission for its own wants. With good conscience I can

say this is untrue. Strictest conscientiousness regarding this point is

observed in the motherhouse, and in dubious cases the intention of the

donor is quite objectively requested when receiving the alms, and the

decision is made correspondingly.

6) It has been impossible for the motherhouse to do anything for Assam by

way of direct contributions.

7) On both sides there shall be the good will to restore and to preserve a

good understanding on the basis of reciprocal trust and open interchange of

one’s wishes and eventual complaints. Only then can Assam, which is

meant to be led to the faith and salvation by children of the Society,

prosper. The missionaries, too, must remain good children of the Society

and adhere in love to their mother; for blessings must come from above.

Common prayers, sacrifices and sufferings of the whole membership in

union with our Venerable Father will obtain this more effectively than the

prayer, work and suffering of individuals.

May God intimately reunite Rome and Assam. “The Father’s

blessing builds houses for the children! “

In the love of the Divine Savior,

Your faithful confrere, Fr. Bonaventure (without date)
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In an accompanying letter the Apostolic Prefect complained

to Lüthen: “Repeatedly from various sides, he [Becker] had been

informed that the Venerable Father had a quite different opinion on

just these fundamental questions.” Jordan had remarked that Becker,
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“was still young and full of zeal.” He was also told, “that Venerable

Father had again and again pointed out how the Society or various

communities suffered damage due to the mission. Too much money

was going there.” Becker would, “consider such utterances as almost

a bloody insult if they really indicated the Venerable Father’s

opinion” (April 22, 1907).

Lüthen was grieved by this complaint and accusation of the

capable and zealous Apostolic Prefect. In his answer he advised

Becker to exercise greatest care interpreting Jordan’s utterances. 

Such an utterance, e.g., too much money going to Assam, is

certainly too untrue to believe that Venerable Father had said that.

He simply can’t say so in that sense in which you take it. He knows

even too well the situation in the mission. [Jordan was then on

visitation in Sicily.]

The Mission Procurator, Fr. Anicetus di Smigelski, had complained

to the Apostolic Prefect that Rome didn’t let him travel enough.

Lüthen remarked that he liked making fund raising trips in order to

be free. But Lüthen feared for the man’s vocation. This priest soon

became the victim of his frivolous nature. At the end of the year he

secretly left the motherhouse for good, “so as not to upset the

Venerable Father” (Lüthen to Becker, December 21, 1907). 

In Fr. Joseph Bergmiller, Jordan found a trustworthy and

zealous successor for the difficult task of mission procurator. But he

too was unable to fulfill the expectations of the Apostolic Prefect. He

did his best, however, and was quite successful too (May 1,1907).

Becker required the Society to contribute 25,000 Lire yearly

so as to guarantee at least the maintenance of the mission. Until then

the mission procura collected about 14,000 Lire annually (1906).

Becker laid out a plan to Jordan for recruiting more help for the

mission, “because it is an absolute necessity for the existence of the

Mission [to start] greater advertizing.” Above all, the

Salvatorianischen Mitteilungen should be engaged. The editor, Lüthen,

willingly dedicated six pages of each edition for this purpose. Becker

assumed responsibility to send articles from the mission (June 3,

1907).

Becker required the sisters to supply a definite sum for

maintain-ing their own mission. Also more sisters should be sent.

Lüthen had to explain to him that at present no sisters could be set



 “Sadly, Sr. Gabriela on whom we counted, will not return to*

Assam. She doesn’t want to any more; no other sisters are available (fitting

in). Besides, Venerable Mother’s health has become worse since some days;
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free.  It would equally be impossible for the sisters to raise the*

required annual contri-bution, “because they could not maintain the

older ones.” He proposes to gather all the sisters in Assam into one

station (August 17, 1907, G-41). Becker had to understand that he

could not count on SDS sisters for the planned high school for girls.**

In spite of all this, there was progress. Already in 1907, Becker had

started a school for catechists. It began its activity as St. Antony’s

School on May 1, 1908. And beginning September 1, 1907, the

Catholic monthly magazine Ka iing Khristan (The Christian Family)

appeared. 

Becker asked for 20,000 frs. as capital to start building a

Mission House (May 26, 1907). Jordan asked the motherhouse’s fund

raising brother to look around for this purpose in South West

Germany. But it was not possible to achieve anything so quickly.

Pfeiffer was asked to try to secure a loan. He wanted to encumber

that part of the motherhouse which he could rent after the local

community thinned out. The Congregation agreed but the Roman

city administration did not. After many tries Pfeiffer also had to

inform the Apostolic Prefect of his failures (November 16 & 21, 1907).

Becker was more than disappointed: 

I expected from the Society only a loan, for which I was fully ready

to pay the interests and amortization. That the mission under such

conditions and for such an enterprise does not meet with more

understanding, is to me a strange illustration of the interest and

sympathy the Society has for its missionaries. When and for what

can one expect cooperation? (to Lüthen, December 6, 1907).
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On October 22, 1907, Jordan discussed in detail the problems of the

Mission with the Apostolic Delegate for East India, Bishop Zaleski.

The latter showed himself “extremely friendly” (G-2.4). He stayed

with Jordan for more than two hours. The latter had expected that

the bishop would finally be satisfied with Becker, after Munzloher

had never enjoyed his favor. But Archbishop Zaleski only asked

where the new superior came from. Jordan told him that he was a

European. The Delegate, so Jordan noted down, then said: “Those

coming from Europe want to get on too fast. We must do that

differently.” Jordan may have asked himself who might have

informed the bishop in this manner.

1.8/16. Death of Mother Mary. Already for some time the superior of

Hamont endeavored, following Jordan’s order, to prepare a

foundation for the sisters in Belgian Lommel. Mother Mary was quite

happy the sisters got a foothold not far from her home. Jordan was

planning even further: “The desired settlement in Belgium near the

German border might later become a provincial house for Germany”

(March 26, 1907). On November 27, 1907, three sisters departed

Rome to take over nursing the sick and the asylum for children of the

workmen of the nearby chemical metal works in Lommel.

In addition, the wish already expressed for the USA at the

sisters’ general chapter was finally realized. After receiving

agreement of the ecclesiastical authority, a novitiate was erected in

Milwaukee. There on December 10, 1907, Archbishop Messmer

invested the first three candidates.

For Mother Mary, 1907 had begun with such severe attacks

of asthma that she had to stay in bed for some weeks. In April they

recurred. In May, a lung infection forced her to stay in bed almost

two months. As far as her much weakened strength allowed, she still

dedicated herself to her official duties. She was greatly pleased about

the visit of Cardinal Fischer of Cologne (April 23). 

While staying in Rome, the Apostolic Visitator, now bishop

of Caltanissetta, visited her twice, first on June 26 and then on

October 29. Mother Mary was already suffering much at that time.

On the occasion of her namesday, Jordan and Lüthen arrived to

present their congratula-tions, but Mother Mary’s health deteriorated

rapidly. The asthma attacks became more frequent. Then was added

meningitis, so that now her thinking was no longer clear. During hre
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last weeks Mother Mary was continuously plagued by tormenting

pains, so that she “often cried out quite loudly.”

On November 3 after an investiture, Jordan stayed with her

for a longer time. He ordered Pfeiffer to take proper care of the

patient who was so dear to him. Atop the lung and brain complaint

came a throat infection, so that Mother Mary could neither speak nor

swallow. Also her back was now involved–it was one wound all

over. 

On December 15, the sisters of all houses were informed of

the dangerous illness of their general superior: the worst was to be

feared. Pfeiffer stayed in Salita San Onofrio day and night through

her last days.

On December 23, Pfeiffer administered Mother Mary the

Eucharistic viaticum. On Christmas Eve his place at her bedside was

taken by one of the general consultors. While Pfeiffer was celebrating

the Second Holy Mass of Christmas Day, Mother Mary died.

“A mild seriousness combined with sweet peace showed on

her snow white face” (the secretary in MMChr). On Christmas Day,

Jordan and Lüthen came to take leave of the dear deceased sister.

Pfeiffer, too, finally arrived and stood with wet eyes at her bier. In

Salvatorianischen Mitteilungen, Lüthen wrote in an obituary: 

A heavy blow has hit the community of the sisters of the Divine

Savior by losing through death their First Superior General, the “co-

foundress” along with Fr. Francis of the Cross Jordan, of the sisters’

congregation on December 8, 1888. The woman, formerly so active,

languished slowly, but still hoped to get healthy again and to work

much to the benefit of the young congregation. In addition there

came a malicious bronchitis and a meningitis in December. 

She was an example of patience and of full submission to the will of

God. She liked kissing the crucifix, saying: “This is my best friend,”

or she prayed, “As God wills all is good” (SM, February 1908).

On St. Stephen’s Day the scholastics sang the Office of the

Dead for Mother Mary in the house chapel of the sisters. In the

afternoon the pastor of Santo Spirito came to bless the dead sister’s

body. Before the coffin left the house, Pfeiffer read Mother Mary’s

last will of 1903. He pointed above all to the spiritual part of the

testament: 

I hope humbly that my good sisters will pray much for me and that

they will continue working with holy zeal at their own holiness,
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striving always to do genuine good to their neighbors and

preserving the spirit of the Founder of the Society of the Divine

Savior.

In her testament Mother Mary had stated: “I wish to be buried in the

Campo Santo Teutonico beside St. Peter’s.” Pfeiffer had everything

prepared correspondingly.

That afternoon, under streaming rain, the coffin was

transported from Salita San Onofrio to Campo Santo. There were

waiting Jordan and Lüthen as well as the other confreres of the

motherhouse. As the grave had not yet been dug, the coffin was put

in the cemetery chapel. The next day the burial was conducted at

11:00 by the rector of Campo Santo. He denied the Salvatorians the

opportunity to do the last service for the dear deceased. Neither did

he allow the scholastic choir to participate. Thus the burial took place

quite silently. The grave plate carried the inscrip-tion: “Here rests in

Christ the Savior, Mother Mary von Wüllenweber, First General

Superior of the Sisters of the Divine Savior. Born 1833 - died 1907.”

The obituary in Salvatorianischen Mitteilungen concludes: 

A simple wooden cross shows her place of rest, and so she who

offered up to God splendor, honor and wealth, still after her death

preached to her spiritual daughters the poverty and simplicity as

she had loved them (SM, February 1908).

The Salvatorians felt it as an injustice and an offence that none of

them had been allowed to perform the burial of Mother Mary.

Pfeiffer wrote down his soul’s anger on the vigil of the feast of St.

John the Evangelist. He sent a letter of complaint to the Rector of

Campo Santo: 

Then the way the deceased was put to her last rest offended my

innermost soul. My request that our scholastics be allowed to sing

and a [Salvatorian] priest perform the burial were refused. In my

judgement, the consequence was that we were completely excluded

from the kind of celebration and burial which would have been

granted to any simple sister. This may have corresponded to the

last wishes of the deceased, but neither to her position nor to her

family.
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Then Pfeiffer returned in particular to the rector’s remark: “The

sisters themselves may sing, if they wanted singing. The sisters

didn’t concern us at all.”*

I must decidedly refuse these affirmations: partly they don’t

correspond to the objective reality, and partly they were gravely

offensive under the circumstances. I note expressly, that I take some

care for the sisters with the full agreement of the Holy See

(December 27, 1907).

Msgr. de Waal emphasized in his answer, that he had shown the

sisters,

. . . always the liveliest interest. . . . If I now, nevertheless, have

excluded the Salvatorians from the burial celebration, I am sure of

the approval of the church authorities. So you may not see in this in

any way a hateful act against your congregation as such.

De Waal then referred particularly to the fact that he had given the

deceased one of the best spots in Campo Santo and had not let one of

his chaplains perform the burial but had done it himself. He excused

his meager address, saying he had remembered just shortly before

the burial “to say a few words” (December 30, 1907). Pfeiffer

appreciated the answer but held to his opinion and refused above all

the rector’s claim that he was “sure of the approval of the church

authorities” (January 3, 1908).

In his New Year’s greetings Jordan sought to console and

encourage the sisters:

Joy also belongs to a family, whose members in the south and

north, in the east and west, work and suffer to glorify God and to

help their neighbors. Do not leave the evil world the pleasure of

eventual discord. Preserve also a true memory of your good

spiritual Mother, who has been taken into the other world by the

Lord (December 30, 1907).

After Mother Mary’s death, Pfeiffer was ordered by the Apostolic

Visitator to assist the sisters in Salita San Onofrio even more than

before by advising and helping. Immediately an extraordinary

general chapter was proposed. Thus, on January 7, 1908, the vicar
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general, Sr. Engelberta, informed the sisters that the chapter to elect a

successor “of our beloved Venerable Mother and Superior General”

was convoked for July 7. At the same time, the various houses were

grouped for electors. By order of the Visitator the ballots for

delegates were to be sealed and sent to Pfeiffer.

Fr. Antonio proposed that Msgr. Leva of the Cardinal

Vicariate should preside at the chapter, but beforehand he should

thoroughly acquaint himself with the statutes of the sisters’

congregation. Above all, he should study well the visitation reports,

the one of Fr. Esser and Fr. Antonio’s own. In fact, the sisters’ general

consulta had met with various difficulties after the death of the first

superior general, especially because in Salita San Onofrio there had

mostly remained “unfit and sickly sisters.” At the same time Fr.

Antonio expressed the hope that after a well conducted general

chapter, the Apostolic Visitation of the sisters might be concluded (to

Pfeiffer, Caltanissetta, April 17, 1908, D-793).

Msgr. Leva, who had always been well disposed towards

Jordan, declined the offer of the Bishop of Caltanissetta to chair the

sisters’ chapter. Pfeiffer reported this to Fr. Antonio (May 21, 1908)

who then readily nominated Pfeiffer himself as his official

representative to the sisters’ Extraordinary General Chapter, July 7 to

13 (May 29, 1908, D-795).

Sr. Ambrosia, who had quickly made the Hungarian houses

flourish, was elected second superior general of the Salvatorian

Sisters. With this good solution Jordan was fully assured. 

Pfeiffer also received the mandate by the Apostolic Visitator

to revise the constitution of the sisters. In doing so, he was to keep to

the already approved statutes of the Sisters of Montpellier

(Caltanisetta, December 22, 1908, D-815).
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1.9/17. Apostolic goal. Most congregations founded in the 19th

century had one of three aims: foreign missions, caring for the sick

and poor, or Christian schools. Their founders felt called by

distressed conditions in the church. Only a few foundations tried to

respond to a “comprehensive ecclesiastical vocation” (e.g., Di

Francia, Jordan). These did not point to a clearly limited purpose, but

to a fundamental disposition which could prove true in any

essentially apostolic involvement. Of course, here too, special

abilities were required to undertake individual apostolates. But this

fundamental apostolic attitude was meant to guarantee that one

would persist in times of crisis and persevere in bearing one’s cross.

These high ideals had to overcome certain obstacles to be

realized. Therefore, such institutes aspired to instill a fundamental

apostolic attitude very quickly. These freer and more open

foundations had to confront everyday limitations. In the end, no

founder could avoid establishing his vocation in the cross of

contradiction.

Jordan was open to all serious aims, but it seemed to him

that people with a fundamental apostolic attitude were more likely to

persevere than those who relied on special expert

qualifications–those who in fact knew right away whether this or that

was their strength. Jordan preferred personal availability over

personal choice. Those endowed with the first characteristic simply

left decisions to Providence, mostly through the responsible superior

or a local need.

Church authorities didn’t examine whether the personal call

behind each new undertaking was true or not. They focused on the

institute as such, its sound performance and its usefulness to the

church. Working from this attitude, ecclesiastic officials like Bianchi

and Esser only asked about Jordan’s planned or organized institutes,

and Fr. Antonio saw his task as simply working out and completing

the things required of an ecclesiastical institute.

Jordan didn’t want to found a religious institute for the sake

of the institute. His works were more or less apt means for carrying

out apostolic activities without limits or limitations. This universal

apostolic spirituality was to have its hearth in the two Salvatorian

religious institutes which tended and fed the apostolic fire and which

propagated itself into as many countries as possible. 
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The mandate to save immortal souls could certainly not be

limited to one institute; but it could try to take root worldwide.

Jordan was sincerely sorry he did not succeed, within the stormy

period of expansion of the Society, to plant a Salvatorian seedling in

Spain or in Ireland.

1.10/18. Finances. The young Pfeiffer as general procurator followed

Fr. Antonio completely. He also knew how to suggest his own

wishes to the Apostolic Visitator. For example, on February 21, 1908,

Fr. Antonio thanked Pfeiffer for the Mass stipends he used to send to

support the diocesan seminary of Caltanissetta. At the same time he

reminded him of the still missing yearly financial report of St.

Nazianz. Then Pfeiffer wrote a letter to the general. “Don’t worry if I

use lighter ink. It is not so faint I can’t make my views understood”

(D-786). The promised letter bore the date March 3, 1908. 

On the whole, the Apostolic Visitator saw a slight

improvement in the financial situation of the Society. However, it

was too modest for him. Thus he felt obliged to stick to his order of

November 21, 1906, which he had renewed on March 11, 1907.

However, the generalate might decide a number of issues: whether to

reduce the number of needy students receiving scholarships to 6 or

to no more than 8 (valid only for pre-novices, and not for those in

Rome); whether to transfer the novices and scholastics from Rome to

other houses of the Society (the mother-house should be reserved as

the seat of the generalate and for talented and exemplary scholastics,

and eventually for Italian novices); whether to sell Tivoli to reduce

the motherehouse’s debt burden. (The unusually high debts of the

motherhouse were making church authorities fearful and suspicious.

The Cardinal Prefect of the Congregation for Religious had recently

wanted to discuss this item, and felt someone should by all means

clear up this situation.) Finally, for the summer holidays one could

easily rent a house in the mountains (D-787).

1.11/19. Noto (II). In spring of 1908, the superiors of both houses in

Noto were due to be replaced. One could not think about improving

the existing miserable situation without any removals. In Noto itself

each superior was in the other’s way. Further, the vicar of Noto Città,

Fr. Simeon Heimann, felt moved to confront both house superiors.

Lüthen tried to find some viable solutions (April 8, 1908, G-42).
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At the same time, the Second General Chapter had been

convoked. The two houses in Noto were united into one electoral

unit together with the house in Porto di Recanati (according to the

1902 Constitution no. 179). To the superior of Noto Città this was a

mistake. As local superior of Noto he felt entitled to be a legal

capitular. But the two houses in Noto had only 6 priests, and all

together only 10 members, while Constitution no. 178 prescribed one

delegate for every 12 mem-bers. This was explained to Fr. Romuald

Goriwoda who nevertheless raged against what he felt was an unjust

regulation. 

On May 12, Jordan himself traveled to Sicily to meet with the

confreres there. He stayed till May 21. But Romuald remained

obstinate. The other two were not at all capable of overcoming this

convoluted situation. Consequently, the generalate thought it to be

the lesser evil to confirm Fr. Romuald in office as superior in Noto,

and thus to calm things down for now. Later developments proved

this wrong, when the two superiors worked to subvert the prescribed

election process.

When no ballots from these communities had arrived in

Rome, Lüthen warned them for the last time to follow the election

procedure. Each member should either hand in a ballot or send it

directly with two names (one for the superior who should represent

the houses at the chapter, and one for the chapter delegate). Whoever

in conscience could not vote for anyone, should hand or send in an

empty paper in a sealed envelop. Lüthen begged the vicar superior of

the Scala: “Try to remain in peace with Fr. Superior and do not let

anyone speak badly about him.” He added that Jordan had certainly

not written a “flattering” letter to the present superior of Noto Città

upon his appointment, as was rumored in Noto, but had warned him

seriously as was his duty (June 19, 1908).

Noto remained unresponsive. Two letters and a telegram

from the generalate went unanswered. “We do not know what is the

matter,” Jordan complained and asked his vicar general: “Make a trip

to Noto as soon as possible and investigate in my name and with my

authority” (July 21, 1908). 

Lüthen had not the physical strength to travel personally so

he sent the general procurator, Pfeiffer, to Naples on July 15 (G-2.2).

The superior of Noto received him most ungraciously. But
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subsequently some incomplete reports did arrive at the motherhouse

from Noto.

On August 17, the generalate had to order a new ballot.

Within eight days these were to be sent to Rome. The superior

responsible for the community at Scala, Fr. Firmus Türk, simply went

on strike: “He would neither elect nor accept election.” The to and

fro with Noto Città continued.

1.12/20. Agliardi, Antonio (Cologno al Sezio, Bergamo, September 4,

1832-1915, March 19, Rome) was considered a modern cardinal, who

had fought strongly for balance in the church of Leo XIII. He was a

friend of Bishop John von Montel and was in full accord with the

latter’s church politics. Leo XIII esteemed him as a “Roman

counterweight” to the rather intransigent Secretary of State

Rampolla.

Agliardi began as pastor in Bergamo and soon transferred to

the diplomatic service. He was Apostolic Delegate in East India

(1884-1886); nuncio in Vienna (1886); and “obstructed nuncio” in

Peking and in Paris. In 1889, Rampolla transferred him as nuncio to

Munich in order to stop the influence of the “nucleo tedesco.” On June

22, 1896, Agliardi was created cardinal, was at first Cammerlengo

(March 24, 1898), then Vice Chancellor of the Holy Church and

Summist of the Apostolic Letters (June 22, 1903). Under Pius X the

open-minded cardinal was even suspected of Free Masonry by Msgr.

Benigni.

The cardinal offered Jordan a church in Marino, but

regretfully he had to decline. Already on March 8, he had had to

decline an offer of Cardinal Volpe for a priest to supervise the

Poliglotta of the Propaganda. “Sorry, could not correspond with his

wish” (G-2.4).

1.13/23. Rio. The superior of Rio asked continuously for priests and

brothers for his wide and promising field of activity. Assam,

however, was blocking everything by quickly consuming the scanty

number of young confreres. Only at the end of August 1907, one

priest who should have gone to Assam but preferred Brazil, left

Rome and arrived safely in Rio on September 18. There were now 4

members there, 3 priests and 1 brother. Fr. Philibert Schubert, the
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superior, hung on. Lüthen assured him that Jordan had never

forgotten the foundation in Rio. 

It certainly does not depend on the goodwill of the Venerable

Father; be sure of this! Brothers? St. Nazianz has been waiting for

years; they had been promised some back when they took it over;

just now we must send four to Assam to open a trade school, and

there are so few German brothers (December 10, 1907).

In summer 1908, Jordan was able to win two young priests for Rio. In

doing so, he was quite particular in regard to health: “Those,

suffering blood pressure, and those of full blood are not fit for Brazil,

because they easily get yellow fever” (to Lüthen, Vienna August 19,

1908). Finally, on September 24, two priests embarked from Genoa

and were welcomed by the greatly relieved superior of Rio on

October 9, 1908. The vicar general had announced their arrival “to

calm your anger, in case it has arisen” he wrote to the superior with

whom he got along particularly well (August 18, 1908). Previously

the superior had said that two priests there should return to

Germany. For these no substitutes were to be found: “There are

enough priests available; but they are not fit for there. Your patience

is becoming heroic (if it does not break)” (June 13, 1908, B-1032).

Only in 1909, did the Brazilian community reach six priests.

The superior intended to buy land for the projected church

and asked permission to take out a loan. Against this stood the veto

of the Visitator. As a way out, The generalate proposed that the

bishop should buy the land and that the superior should start a

“church building association” to repay the bishop (June 27, 1908). In

the end, Fr. Antonio came around and the superior submitted his

petition (August 18, 1908).

In fall, Jordan discussed matters personally in the

motherhouse with the visiting archbishop of Rio de Janeiro. The

cardinal with the sonorous Portuguese conquistador name Arcovade

Cavalcante de Albu-querque was unsparing in his praise of the good

spirit of the confreres in Rio (September 21, G-2.4). The next day two

missionaries left the mother-house for Brazil. Thus Jordan could give

them this appreciation to pass on to the community of Rio.

Before returning to Rio himself, the cardinal came to the

mother-house once more. Jordan wanted to persuade him that the

archdiocese should take over the construction of the church. The

cardinal, however, preferred that the church to be built should
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immediately belong to the community, for there was no longer a

danger of being driven out. But the 10% interest rate, which was low

in Brazil, frightened the Founder. The cardinal proposed that the

priests should start the building at once, for if people saw something

developing more resources would come in more easily. Jordan also

explained to him the Angels’ League, which he liked very much

(November 25, 1908, G-2.4).

1.14/24. Assam (II). Becker also continued his relations with Fr.

Antonio. He congratulated the latter on becoming a bishop, and at

the same time expressed his satisfaction that he would retain the

office of Apostolic Visitator of the Society. This emboldened Becker

to unburden himself to him. He assured Fr. Antonio that now in the

mission everything was in good order, progress was being made. The

Society had, therefore, to send enough missionaries with the

necessary capabilities. Furthermore, the Society had to raise the

resources absolutely necessary to maintain the mission. Becker had

hopes that at the next general chapter all the various problems of the

missions would be resolved. He planned to work up a corresponding

report to distribute to each capitular before the general chapter. He

then poured out his heart, which beat completely for the Assam

Mission: 

I know well that they have to grapple with financial difficulties in

all houses of the Society. Nevertheless, I believe that one cannot

sacrifice the development of the Catholic Church in a whole

country for the in-terests of the Society. Just because of this I don’t

doubt that with a little goodwill and fewer jealousies one can

change everything. However, if it is really impossible for the

Society to satisfy the great and urgent needs of the mission, I think

one is obliged in conscience to explain it quite clearly to the

congregation [Propaganda], so it may make provisions accordingly.

This is my opinion, and I don’t think I am mistaken.

Becker asked Fr. Antonio to pardon the outpouring of his heart, but

the Visitator could certainly understand better than anyone else his

difficulties as mission superior and as a Salvatorian: “I find myself

between the two opposites: the attachment and love of the Institute,

and on the other side the holy religion” (February 12, 1908).

Fr. Antonio did not hesitate to give a clear and balanced

answer. He welcomed the mission superior’s idea of printing and
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handing to the capitulars a report showing the needs of the mission.

But he should try to compose his proposals so that they would easily

be accepted; and when accepted, they would be practical and

realizable without coming into conflict with the general interests of

the Society. The Society, or better said, the generalate, was in no

situation to increase its debts, not even by 10,000 Lire annually. Then

Fr. Antonio explained: “With all my efforts I have succeeded only in

the last year to check the slide into the debt abyss and to attain a

small and insignificant improvement.” As long as the motherhouse

was so indebted, it was impossible to require support from it. Fr.

Antonio proposed starting fund raising in English-speaking lands.

If the general chapter concluded that the Society could not

main-tain the mission, it should explain that to the Holy See and

renounce all or part of the mission. With this proposal, which he had

made earlier, Jordan fully agreed. Fr. Antonio was hoping, however,

that the Society would be able to keep the mission, which is to its

greatest honor, and that the mission superior would contribute to

this end with all his strength (March 6, 1908).

Fr. Antonio prudently sent this response first to the general

procurator to read, telling him to share it with “none but Fr.

General,” before it would be sent off to Assam. The letter of the

Apostolic Prefect from Assam, which he was answering, had been

written in a quiet but somehow menacing tone (Caltanissetta, March

7, 1908, D-788).

On April 22, 1908, Jordan received the esteemed visit of the

Commissioner of the Assam-Valley District, Mr. Monahan and his

wife. Their conversation may have been quite instructive to the

general. 

On May 2, Jordan asked the mission superior for the

personnel report. The latter pointed to his report of April 22 of the

previous year. In this regard nothing had changed with the exception

that now there were missionaries at almost all stations. Only 2

stations were still handled by one missionary, and these two were

living 2½ hours from one another. “Thus at least one source of

complaint was stopped.” The finances, on the contrary, had rather

deteriorated in comparison with the previous year. But no lamenting

would help.

However, in order to try every possibility of saving the mission,

there will follow as soon as possible, by the way, a comprehensive
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report about the state of the mission and its needs to the members

of the general chapter.

Then Becker came to speak about his strained relations with the

general. 

I got the impression that Venerable Father interpreted my very well

intentioned motives for the Society and the mission as illustrations

of rash and unjustified fault finding, and that consequently it was

better to desist. I have written privately in this regard to Reverend

Father Bona-venture in an attachment to the personnel report of last

year, April 22, 1907. Nevertheless, I hear the same thing again and

again, that Vener-able Father not only thought it was good to speak

unflatteringly about me in various communities, and even to

instruct departing missionaries to be cautious about me. I grow a

“hotspur” turning everything upside down, full of youthful

imprudent zeal, and so on.

Then Becker declared there must be some truth in these reports, “as it

had been reported to him by six persons and from various places.”

Personally he didn’t mind, but for the sake of the mission he had to

speak. He could not tolerate that “by such utterances of the highest

leader of the Society the seed of mistrust and discord again be carried

into the mission.” The missionaries had to trust the local mission

administration absolutely (May 24, 1908). 

Jordan did not hesitate to present his view to the mission

super-ior. On June 13, he sketched an answer and then corrected it

carefully.*

Beloved Son! June 19, 1908

I have received your esteemed letter of 24  and I rejoiceth

over the lively activity and the spirit of sacrifice of the missionaries.

Regard-ing your remark regarding the news about activities in the

mission, I have indeed said that one should not go too fast. The

reason for that was because your letter caused the general opinion

that you were pressuring the Society by requesting too much from

it. The Society in the last years has certainly made very great

sacrifices for the mission which some do not know. Also on higher

levels one does not want to ask too much of the Society.
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In the last years I have suffered very much because of lack

of means and personnel. In addition, I received from the [church]

authority the order not to accept candidates without full tuition,

and not even the whole generalate may spend 500 Lire for

acquisition or purchase, etc. (beyond current expenditures) without

permission.

If now our missionaries begin to think that I, that is, the

Society, does not want to help them, although imagining it could,

nothing good will come of it. Do you believe that by my utterances

one single missionary has become ill-disposed toward you or that

discord has arisen? It was necessary to tell the missionaries that one

should proceed moderately, i.e., according to necessity. I do not use

expressions like “hotspur.”

You may be convinced that I am pleased, when the

mission goes on well and gets much money. In my opinion one

should proceed in unity and not ask too much from the Society, for

even in this way the mission will, if it should not yet be the case so

far, be able to stand comparison with the other India missions in a

few years.

Hopefully, you will soon get a house in Shillong. This I

wish you from the bottom of my heart. I greet and bless you all

dearly,

Your loving Father,

P. Fr. M. Kr.

On June 30, Becker sent his printed report for the general chapter to

the Apostolic Visitator. In it he had held to Fr. Antonio’s wise advice

that his proposals should not damage either the mission or the

Society. The Visitator thanked him for the report expressing his hope

that the chapter would find ways to help the mission effectively

without increasing the debts of the Society. If that would not be the

case, it was clear that it would be advisable for the salvation of souls

to renounce the mission in order to hand it over to another

congregation which had the personnel and the means to help it

flourish (July 27, 1908).

On October 3, the Apostolic Prefect arrived in Rome along

with Salvatorian Fr. Stanislaus Weber, the mission delegate to the

general chapter. Following the suggestion of Fr. Antonio, Jordan

decided to send Weber to England after the chapter for 2 years in

order to cultivate resources there. The Propaganda gave its

agreement.
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1.15/25. Election irregularities. The Apostolic Visitator had received

a complaint about the generalate influencing the upcoming election.

Lüthen is said to have advised the superior of Trzebinia to step down

as a chapter delegate in favor of the superior of Meseritsch, despite

the fact the electors had favored the superior of Trzebinia. In

addition, the generalate had invalidated the 3  balloting, in whichrd

the superior of Trzebinia had been elected. Finally, when even the 4th

ballot had been declared invalid, the superior of Meseritsch, a figure

more agreeable to the generalate, had been named by them as the

duly-elected delegate.

Fr. Antonio was shocked. If all this were true it would have

grave consequences and force the Congregation for Religious to a

disagreeable intervention. Therefore, he ordered the general

procurator to inform him whether and in what terms Lüthen had

asked the superior of Trzebinia to stand down. Fr. Antonio requested

the exact wording of the letter in question, the one validly signed by

Lüthen. Regarding the invalidated balloting, the visitator requested

an exact explanation why Jordan or Lüthen had acted in this way.

Equally he wanted to know which of the two superiors in question

had been professed longer, and whether the superior of Meseritsch

had been advised by Rome to cast his ballot for himself or whether

this was a calumny. Pfeiffer would have to answer openly, for this in

the end could greatly discredit the Society. Whereas, if a mistake had

been made it could be partly corrected (September 2, 1908).

The general procurator gave an exact account on September

12, 1908. The Apostolic Visitator had to understand that he had been

intentionally misinformed. He had had to confirm to the generalate:

the election of the superior of Trzebinia was null because the

superior had cast his ballot for himself. Lüthen had acted correctly,

when he invited the priest to step down. The contested second ballot

was equally invalid because 10 electors had cast 11 ballots. However,

Fr. Antonio blamed the generalate for not having published the

reason of nullity, “for it is good, if one does it.”

On the last ballot there was a tie between the two superiors,

and the generalate had consequently acted correctly when it

considered elected the one who had professed vows first. Never-

theless, Lüthen had been blamed personally. He had truly acted in a

brotherly way in the extremely delicate matter. But he should have

done this only if he had been asked in an equally brotherly way. This,



 How Goriwoda esteemed himself he liked to emphasize: “All,*

except Fr. Simeon [Heimann], my successor, are on my side to the skin and

swear that it could hardly be better” (August 21, 1908).
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by the way, was merely inconsiderate, not a fault (September 16,

1908). Lüthen already had enough experience behind him to prove

that the Apostolic Visitator might not particularly like him, as he

often chose to overlook his punctiliousness. 

1.16/26. Disgruntled delegate. Jordan hoped that Weigang, who had

not been implicated in the Noto affair, would be able to lead things

to a harmonious accord. The latter wrote correspondingly to the

pugnacious superior of Noto (August 19, 1908). Fr. Romuald

Goriwoda answered with an angry and spiteful letter: He had left the

letters and the telegram unanswered, 

. . . out of protest against the bad intention you had in union with

the Venerable Father and with another person [i.e., the general

procurator] whom I shall name when the time has come to have the

elections declared unlawful and fraudulent.

Then Goriwoda hinted at something which sounded rather strange,

and which Weigang could not understand: that Goriwoda himself

might be considered mad and wanted to prevent that: “Mad, if I

were like Lüthen or a Venerable Father: But I am a different man, and

today it is time to get free.” He had not yet decided to expose all the

dirty laundry. However, he would in any case attack the Second

General Chapter, in particular its convocation, its elections, and its

essence, if it were to take place at all (August 21, 1908). Weigang

tried to explain things and to calm him (August 24).

The man, overheated in his morbid self-esteem, now

complained about new intrigues against his person, and therefore

attacked Pfeiffer sharply as “the Venerable Father’s minion and

partisan.” He then complained bitterly about his vicar. He accused

Lüthen of theft and hypocrisy, both in a tangibly calumnious way.

He once more pointed out his superiority as a jurist and warned that

he would formally start a “lawsuit” in Rome on August 31 (August

26, 1908).  So the election of a chapter delegate from Noto failed.*

Goriwoda is said to have arranged a ballot but then stopped it again

(so Jordan told the general chapter).
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Lüthen tried to help in his appeasing way. He calmed Fr.

Simeon Heimann and asked him to give up his resistance to the

method of balloting (August 20, 1908). Also to Goriwoda he

proposed clearly the view of the generalate and encouraged him:

“Inform us, what else you have regarding the chapter and elections”

(August 25, G-43).

Now Goriwoda informed the superior general in writing that

he, “as superior of the two houses Noto Città and Noto Sta. Maria

della Scala” had to speak out about doubts concerning the validity

and legality of the general chapter. First, the convocation had been

made illegally; second the elections had been made against any

human or divine right, and this only with the aim to deceive and

delude the small houses. As superior of the two houses in Noto, he

had endeavored with the Cardinal Prefect to be added to the number

of those who wished to discuss the general chapter at the

Congregation (August 30). Goriwoda put this letter into the envelope

which he had previously addressed to the Congregation for

Religious which had already put the letter aside (reponatur,

September 5, 1908, A Rel 2862/17).

Now Jordan ordered Weigang to settle the matter

“officially.” The general consultor asked Goriwoda whether he had

received the letter of August 17 (September 4, 1908). When no answer

arrived, Weigang sent a registered letter and ordered him under

obedience to inform him within 24 hours of receiving this letter

whether he had received the letter of August 17 and had handed it to

his two confreres in Noto Città (September 13, 1908).

Goriwoda confirmed having received the letter of August 17

as well as that of September 4 and 13, and having handed the

enclosed letters to Frs. Simeon Heimann and Polycarp Sortino.

Goriwoda had addressed this letter (probably not by mistake) to the

Congregation for Religious (September 21) which in turn handed this

“stray letter” to the motherhouse. From this Weigang could see that

Goriwoda had received all three letters, but had not complied with

the request of August 17 within 8 days, as ordered, and thus had lost

his franchise.

Goriwoda answered that he had been compelled to

participate in illegal voting. Weigang defended himself against his

distorting of reality. The generalate had forced nobody to vote. It

only wanted to be sure that he and his two confreres had received the



 On the previous day the Congregation for Religious had permitted*

this election by mail (A Rel 1145/17).
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announcement of the 3  balloting (August 17 and September 29,rd

1908). Weigang requested the return of the ballots from the two

“excluded priests” after receiving the second call for election

(September 29, 1908).

1.17/27. II General Chapter, preparations. In a circular letter of April

8, 1908,  the superior general had convoked the General Chapter of*

the Society for Rome on October 9, 1908. Within a month the

delegates were to be elected, and the members were to send in their

proposals for the chapter to the generalate as soon as possible.

Pfeiffer immediately informed the Apostolic Visitator,

keeping him continually abreast of chapter preparations. Fr. Antonio

sent his “very dear Fr. Pancratius” a few words to give the capitulars

once they arrived in Rome. At the same time he declared himself

ready to come to Rome if his presence would be necessary. But he

hoped this would not be the case. However, if it were, Pfeiffer should

get permission from the pope through Cardinal Bisleti, to be absent

from his diocese for so long. 

Fr. Antonio urged the preparation of motions for the chapter

based on the deliberations and proposals in his latest visitation

report. At the same time, he asked for a list of the Society’s most

important foundations (May 25, 1908).

In the meantime, many discontented members of the Society

turned to the Apostolic Visitator presenting him their wishes and

fears. Fr. Antonio informed Pfeiffer about his concerns:

I think it would be advantageous for the peace and protection of

authority, if it [i.e., the chapter] could get a prudent president from

outside. Considering the emotional disposition of these [capitulars]

along with the possibilities of meeting people in Rome (even

cardinals) with the means to give free vent to the intrigues of the

evil-minded, one could do much damage to the Society and

completely blunt any decisions of the chapter, even the most

needed ones.

Then Fr. Antonio proposed his confrere, the General Definitor Fr.

Clemens Gerum (with the agreement of the Congregation for



 Hugo Gerum was born in Moosburg, Landshut, November 28,*

1868. He began his humanistic studies in the Abbey of Metten. On October 2,

1888, he entered the Discalced Carmelites in Reisach and received the name

Clemens Maria ab Angelo Custode. After his profession, he completed his

humanistic studies at the new gymnasium in Regensburg. There he

dedicated himself to philosophical and theological studies and was ordained

by Bishop Ignazio Senestrey on November 30, 1892. As at that time Fr.

Clemens had very weak health, he celebrated his first Holy Mass as “a low

Mass at the Shrine of Altötting where St. Br. Konrad von Parzham had

served as an altar boy.

After completing studies in 1894, Fr. Clemens was assigned to the

Monastery of Schwandorf-Kreuzberg. From 1879 to 1900 he served as its sub

prior. From 1901-1904, together with four other of his confreres from his

home province, he taught “Apsotolischen Seminar” in the Archdiocese of

Verapoly, Putempally in India. He returned home in 1904 and was elected

provincial superior in 1906.

Just one year later Fr. Clemens, because of his linguistic talents was

called to the generalate, to which he belonged for 30 years as definitor.

During WW I, he stayed in Würtzburg as the General’s delegate to Bavaria

and Austro-Hungary. In 1921, he returned to Rome. After 1937, his physical

strength diminished markedly. In 1940, the gravely sick man was taken to

his home monastery in Regensburg where he peacefully died on December

3, 1940. Fr. Clemens was an exemplary Carmelite and much esteemed in

clerical circles in Rome. He was always welcome by Pius X and his sister.

His life was one of “loving service.”
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Religious), as president to the general chapter.  Pfeiffer was to*

contact this priest but not to say anything to Jordan, so as not to

upset him. If Pancratius could propose someone else, he might do so

(August 27, 1908). He answered Fr. Antonio, that he would wait for

the arrival of the capitulars to hear their opinion. He thought,

however, that they would not want an outside president (September

7, 1908).

Fr. Antonio was now seriously worried about the favorable

outcome of the chapter. Even before he had received Pfeiffer’s

answer of September 7, he wrote to him about his doubts: an outside

presider would be accepted by all: the superiors, the capitualrs, and

the Society at large. He would be accepted by the superiors because

then they couldn’t be accused of misusing their position or of

despotism; by the capitulars because then they could be assured of

their liberty. At the same time the delegates would be restrained
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particularly in regard to their aspirations, which might be contrary to

the aim intended by the Founder. Finally an outside visitator would

be accepted by the Society at large because a dangerous period

would have been concluded safely. Fr. Antonio would have

preferred to preside over the chapter personally. Everyone would

find that to be obvious. But for this, the chapter would have to be

postponed until the last days of October and the first days of

November.

Fr. Antonio admonished the generalate to give up any

egoism and to consider only the future of the Society as the present

chapter would be decisive for its destiny. He added the warning that

he might eventually be compelled to tell the Holy See that he must

immediately lay down his office of Visitator: “I do not know, what

the latter would do then. You know that the Society would have

drowned long ago because of the defections, if I had not defended it

as I have defended it” (Septem-ber 9, 1908). A week later Fr. Antonio

returned to his proposal: 

I am longing for an immediate answer regarding the presidency of

the chapter: my remarks in the letter to Fr. Bonaventure show the

situation of the mentalities and compel greater prudence. Let me

know the opinion of the generalate, and I will present to the Holy

See my opinion and the one of the generalate. Then let happen

what may! We find ourselves strong (September 16, 1908).

When Fr. Antonio had received no answer within 3 days (an impossi-

bility in regard to time) he informed Pfeiffer that he had presented

his proposal to the Congregation:

For the defense of the superiors, for the liberty of the capitulars, and

for the decisions and elections of the chapter to be just and

incontestable, an outsider shall preside. [At the same time he

recommended a competent Uditore.] For the choice of the person

one could confidentially consult Fr. Pancratius, General Procurator

of the Society; based on his good assessment of the best members

and his honesty (Fr. Antonio wrote his Riservato on this letter to

Pfeiffer, September 19, 1908).

On September 22, Fr. Antonio excused himself for doing this, saying

that he had received the generalate’s answer too late. He had had to

act according to his responsibility. He had proposed as president

Clemens Gerum, a “prudent and resolute man.” Pfeiffer should

contact him. Already the next day, the Bishop of Caltanissetta sent a
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short letter. Pfeiffer might ask Fr. Clemens, but he should act as he

thought best. He would be content if Pancratius would not get him

[Fr. Antonio] mixed up in his plans (September 23, 1908).

At the same time, the Apostolic Visitator turned to the

Prefect of the Congregation for Religious. He called the attention of

Cardinal Ferrata to the coming general chapter of the Salvatorians

and reminded him of the many charges against the superiors of the

Society, which had been submitted during the previous 6 years, as

well as the numerous departures from the Society, “because they

could not live quietly there.”

Recently, the ugly talk had decreased partly because the

most discontent ones had left, partly because the Second General

Chapter was so near. Fr. Antonio underscored, that the good ones as

well as the others were convinced that this chapter had to give the

Society greater firmness, and eliminate the many dissents and the

general uneasiness. Then Fr. Antonio expressed his fear that the

chapter might not be regulated or free. Just that day he had received

a letter from some members asking him to give the chapter a zealous,

impartial non-Salvatorian president, because on this chapter hung

the existence of the Society. Fr. Antonio recognized that these fears

and hopes might perhaps be exaggerated. Nevertheless, as the

Visitator of the Society it was his duty to propose that the

Congregation name an outside president. This would help to protect

the superior, to insure the perfect freedom of the capitulars, and to

guarantee that the elections and decisions of the chapter would not

be disputed but respected. Then Fr. Antonio added, one could

confidently turn to Fr. Pfeiffer, whose prudent judgement and

sincerity were beyond doubt, and who was one of the best

Salvatorians (September 19, 1908).

In an attached letter to the responsible Uditore, the Apostolic

Visitator declared that it was impossible for he himself to preside at

the chapter during the first days of October, as he had work to do in

Calabria, and postponing the chapter til the last days of October was

not desirable.

The generalate didn’t favor an outside president. They

preferred Fr. Antonio himself (September 29). Fr. Antonio answered,

that it was impossible for him to be in Rome on October 9. He could

come only in mid-November. To accept Fr. Clemens as his

representative but not as his lawful agent would not cause a stir.
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Gerum was not only qualified, but additionally a German. Fr.

Antonio admonished the superiors once more to do everything so

the chapter would run “smoothly and peace-fully according to God’s

will” (October 1, 1908). Pfeiffer telegraphed him that the generalate

agreed to his proposal.

On October 2, the Congregation met and decided to name Fr.

Clemens Gerum, OCD as president of the Second General Chapter.

He received the mandate the following day through the Cardinal

Prefect. On October 5, Fr. Antonio was informed that he was

authorized to delegate his confidante to preside at the Salvatorian

chapter (A Rel 3089/17).

1.18/28. II General Chapter, protest. Of the 36 capitulars, 30 had

arrived in Rome. To the great displeasure of Jordan the confreres

from North and South America had not come (G-2.2). Chapter

President Gerum admonished the capitulars from the very start to

elect for the govern-ment of the Society men whom they considered

before God to be the worthiest–excelling in prudence, a spirit of

prayer and pastoral vigilance.

The minutes of the chapter were kept extremely brief. They

are written in stiff, conference Latin. The minutes say nothing about

the discussions in the plenary sessions nor about the negotiations

and agreements in the commissions or in other groups. 

After examining the few cast ballots, the generalate had

named Fr. Romuald Goriwoda of Noto Città and Fr. Firmus Türk of

the Scala as delegates to the general chapter. By telegram they were

summoned to Rome. Their arrival was expected in the afternoon of

October 9. But only the superior of Noto Città arrived, complaining

about being called to the chapter too late. Pfeiffer then explained the

reason for the delay. 

Goriwoda had sent one letter of Prefect Cardinal Ferrata, and

another to the superior general but he had mixed up the addresses.

(The Congregation sent the letter (September 28) addressed to Fr.

General to Pfeiffer with the remark that it was not the postman

between Fr. Romu-ald and his highest superior.) Equally, Goriwoda

was accused of having passed on neither the ballots of the confreres

nor the letter of the general-ate to his subordinates in proper time. In

this way he had hindered the election of the delegates of the three

Italian houses.



 In his beatification testimony Fr. Simeon Heimann, deputy and*

rival of Goriwoda, still returns to the unpleasant matter. His presentation is

a bit distorted, just as it had remained in his memory.
By order of the General Administration all the members of Noto had to

send their ballots directly to the generalate without letting the local superior

know. My local superior, a certain Fr. Romuald Gorivada (he later left the

Society) claimed to know who the priests had nominated. As a result each
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The president of the chapter asked Goriwoda whether he

agreed with the statement of the general procurator. He replied: he

could not recognize the chapter as corresponding to the law. His

reasons, however, he could submit only in writing, because they

involved long and subtle explanations. The chapter proposed that

Goriwoda should submit his problem to the Congregation for

Religious. He declared himself ready: under protest he left what

seemed to him an “unlawful chapter” without taking part.

In the meantime, a complaint arrived at the chapter from the

superior of Porto di Recanati. They had received all chapter

preparation documents very late. Jordan declared that all the lateness

had been caused by the superior of Noto Città. Fr. Hilarius Gog

criticized the generalate for not proceeding more strictly and also for

troubling the Congregation. Jordan only replied that they had

proceeded strictly, but the superior of Noto had withheld the

generalate’s letters. Gog requested an examination of the matter by

the chapter. The chapter decided to entrust this to a commission

which should also hear Goriwoda. The commission was elected (5

capitulars, none of whom was on the newly-elected generalate) and

called under obedience each member of the two houses of Noto to

express himself to the chapter in regard to the proce-dures followed

in electing the capitulars. The president signed this letter personally

as mandatum Capituli (October 12).

On October 19, the answer from the two houses in Noto

arrived: they did not have the documents at their disposal. They had

sent all to Goriwoda, who was to represent them at the General

Chapter (Noto, October 15, 1908; Scala, October 17, 1908).

On the last day of the chapter those present ruled on the

claim of Goriwoda: that the elections to the general chapter had been

invalid and therefore the chapter itself illegitimate. The capitulars

unanimously denied the charge. (The chapter had already decided to

dissolve the community in Noto Città.)*



one abstained from voting; the matter was referred to the superior general.

However, no pre-cautions were taken, instead Fr. Gorivada was called to

Rome in time to take part in the chapter, although none had elected him.

Heimann stressed this had been a lapse of prudence on the part of the

superior general, because he had always been ready to agree with the local

superior in spite of all protests of the subordinates, and had never listened to

the latter. This was the only point which he had disliked in the Founder,

who had otherwise lived virtue heroically, i.e., with firm-ness and

perseverance (Sum § 233).

 In reality, the circular letter had been worked out before. On April*

7, the Congregation’s consent to the proposed groups of electors arrived. On

April 8, Jordan signed the letter of convocation. What day it was mailed is

irrelevant.
Fr. Francis of the Cross was quite exact in regard to dates. His secretary at

the time, Fr. Magnus Wambacher (from 1900 to 1915), had his relevant

experiences. “When I one day gave a document to be signed, in which I had

anticipated the date by 2 days, he refused his signature: I had to submit the

document again after 2 days” (Sum § 1312).

This scrupulous exactness often tries the patience of his nearer collaborators.
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In the afternoon of the same day Goriwoda turned to the

Congregation for Religious. Cardinal Ferrata ordered him to submit

the reasons for his procedure against the general chapter.

Returned to Noto, he expressed to the president of the

general chapter in detail, the three reasons why he could not

recognize the general chapter as canonically proper: 

1. The chapter was not convoked at least 6 months before it

convened. The circular bore the date April 8. But not all capitulars

had received it in April, and the general secretary should explain

why and by whose order he had backdated the letter.  *

2. The circular letter contained “admonitions” which made a public

letter legally invalid. (Jordan had in fact concluded the letter asking

the blessing of the Lord for all, humbly praying: “that He may

always guard your hearts and your minds.”) 

3. The elections in Noto had not been made by secret ballot and

were consequently invalid. The results of the voting had been

compiled on a paper, which had been sent to Rome. (In reality

Goriwoda had tran-scribed the ballots onto the list of the electors
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and kept the “blank ballots” of the electors with himself. These

ballots were to him the proof that “the voting was not secret, but

uniform.”)

Since July, Goriwoda had been arguing with the generalate (not with

Jordan who was on a visitation trip). Their answers proved to him

not only the absence of all good will, but also ignorance and

malignity. The consulta in fact supposed, “that I had to stay in Noto,

without regard to the fact that I was the superior of two

communities.”

He had sent to the generalate a formal invitation, which was

registered at the Congregation. Pfeiffer had declared this invitation a

private one and “slyly” excused himself for not having answered it.

Of his election to the chapter he had been informed only on October

7. Thus he could not arrive in time, for among other reasons, because

he had to hand over the church and house to his vicar. 

From this it follows that my being late was not accidental, and

neither was the beginning of the chapter, but it was all a fine web of

circum-stances meant to eliminate all defects and to throw sand

into the eyes of the Congregation so that they should not notice it.

In addition, Goriwoda wanted to prove “that the elections for the

small houses took place for the purpose of fraud–the will to do evil

with unlawful means.” When the superior general had come for

visitation in May 1908, Goriwoda had declared to him that he, who

in matters of canon law was known as “very rigorous,” would “in

personal matters yield only if proved.” The proof, however, “had

been unfavorable, because the Congregation had decided differently

from what Goriwoda had indicated.” Therefore, he had not

answered a number of letters and telegrams from Rome. And when

the general procurator had been sent, he too had to return “without

having been informed about the motive for his silence.”

When later Fr. Simeon Heimann had stopped in Rome,

returning from his holidays (August 13, 1908), he had carefully

investigated and passed on “confidential information” to Goriwoda

in Noto. Heimann was bitter “for having been deceived with the

hope of superiorship of the two united houses.” Therefore, in protest

he had not cast his ballot, not even when he had received the order

under the vow of obedience, “either to elect or to send in his waiver

of the election.”



 On December 2, Pfeiffer went to Noto to conclude the dissolution*

of the community in Noto Città. He returned to Rome, December 11.

Whether he returned via Caltanissetta is unknown.
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Goriwoda then indicated some of the confidential

information. Above all, Rome would not like him as a capitular,

“because, as Lüthen wrote to me, the general consulta would not

want to be burdened with such a cross.”

Lüthen had let Heimann review all he had written, and had

authorized him to receive all the mail sent to Noto. The community

of the Scala “had not only abstained from voting, it hadn’t even sent

in a blank paper.” Thus he had been the only one elected by the two

priests of his house. Heimann is said to have been promised that he

would become the superior in Noto if he succeeded in keeping the

actual superior away from the chapter. The latter would then be sent

to the school in Assam.

Goriwoda’s final judgement on himself was: “that he was not

so bad toward others with the exception of the general

administration of the Society who couldn’t ‘put up with him’” (Noto,

October 10, 1908).

Chapter President Gerum easily understood that these

sophistic and provocative charges were not made to defend canon

law, but that the pig-headed priest was driven by personal ambition.

The general chapter had no way out but to close the small

community in Noto Città. 

Thus on November 4, 1908, Bishop Blandini was informed of

the dissolution of the community. Goriwoda was called to Rome and

asked by the generalate whether he wished to go to the Scala. He

declined to return to Noto as a simple priest (November 7) and was

transferred to Tivoli (November 23).*

In the following year, Goriwoda found acceptance nearer to

his home, in Wall-Meseritsch. In 1910, he came to the new

community in Brünn Hussowice. In retrospect he felt very worried

because he had let himself be carried away in Noto by his deep

craving for recognition. Finally, he asked Jordan to allow him to

leave the SDS because he would soon be a burden to the Society. 

By unfavorable circumstances and by my own faults I let myself be

carried away to affront my superiors. Since that time I am

dissatisfied with myself and am suffering much in regard to my
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nerves. According to the opinion of the physicians I shall soon be

incapable of work. [He asked Jordan’s] pardon for my daring

(February 20, 1913).

Jordan immediately assured him of his full pardon and asked him

hearti-ly to forget it all, as he himself had forgotten it. Goriwoda

should “try to persevere in faith.” Jordan promised to provide a

remedy, so he might again find satisfaction and become as happy as

before” (March 1, 1913).

Jordan also sent the provincial of Vienna to Goriwoda to

deter him from this step. Fr. Romuald, however, found himself

“obliged in conscience to approach once more the kindness of the

Venerable Father.” Jordan should allow him to leave, “I find it hard

to take this step and it is certainly most disagreeable to me: but to me

it is a question of life” (April 5, 1914).

Jordan wanted to make another attempt with a transfer. But

the new vicar general, Fr. Albert Hauser, was against it. Through

Pfeiffer, Goriwoda received permission by July 17, 1913 to stay

outside the com-munity for one year to find a bishop. On September

8, 1914, received by the Archdiocese of Prague, his vows could be

dissolved (cf., Goriwoda letter of October 13, 1914 from Altzedlisch

b. Tachau).

1.19/29. II General Chapter, elections. In the afternoon of October 9,

the first item was the election of the superior general. In each of the

first two ballots Jordan received only 15 votes. This was a clear vote

of mistrust in his style of administration from the side of an

influential group. Jordan would now have to answer for what these

capable and self-assured Salvatorians had not been able to realize in

February 1906: the election of a new generalate. Their top candidate

for general was Fr. Christopher Becker, who received 6, that is 8,

votes. Some capitulars remained undecided.

In the 3  balloting, 18 capitulars decided for the Founder.rd

With this narrow result Jordan had now to resume the office of

superior general. Pfeiffer particularly mentioned this humiliating

voting result at the canonical process. He valued it as a poof of an

“accentuata tendenza contraria al Servio di Dio.” Nobody had called in

question that Jordan was led by the best intentions. However, some

were dissatisfied with his “indecision in governing.” They attributed

this to his scrupulousness and strict exactness (meticolosità). Thus
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certain desired reforms had never been implemented. Pfeiffer does

not indicate which (Sum § 54).

The group of “Several Salvatorians” did not content itself

with the vote of no confidence toward the Founder. They treated

Lüthen still worse. He was not re-elected to the general

administration.

The superior of Vienna II, Fr. Theophilus Muth, who had

been elected vicar general, refused at first to accept the election,

saying: “We have made ourselves ridiculous forever.” But finally he

had to yield. Those who finally had their chance lobbied so strongly

that Pfeiffer admonished them to restraint: “We must also consider

that Venerable Father is our Founder, that we have joined him, not he

us” (DSS III 134f; cf., 200, 202).

Weigang was compensated with the office of secretary. It

was then proposed that Lüthen should keep the second place in the

Society into the future and be subject directly to the superior general.

Lüthen, of course, declined this privilege and only after much urging

from the capitulars could he be persuaded to accept this mandatum

Capituli. Then followed the elections of the various commissions

(finances, studies, mission and religious discipline).

On October 14, the chapter sent a letter of thanks to Fr.

Antonio in Caltanissetta and informed him of the election results.

The Apostolic Visitator first congratulated Pfeiffer on his re-election

as general procura-tor. This was of the greatest benefit to the Society,

the best result one could have wished. Believing that with the new

generalate the whole Society would calm down, he expressed himself

satisfied. Then Fr. Antonio added his personal thoughts. He found

Jordan’s current situation difficult (with this small margin of

majority-votes). But he had foreseen it, because the calm that

followed in the wake of the previous general chapter had been only

apparent.

I thank God for having inspired me to want a president for the

chapter. Otherwise, it would have produced results which might

have endangered the very existence of the Society. Fr. Francis of the

Cross should now resign; he could do so honorably after his re-

election. I think that he cannot easily understands this necessity.

But I am convinced that at present he could do nothing better. After

a year he would have regained the love of all, and would have

become what he had been in the first years of the foundation of the

Society.
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With his prayers and advice he assisted the new generalate. Then Fr.

Antonio expressed his hope that the new generalate would enjoy

greatest confidence, and that in the future no one would take refuge

in unlawful or illegal remedies, as had happened in the past. Fr.

Antonio wished to meet with Pfeiffer as soon as he would be in

Rome. In the meantime, he admonished him to unending patience. In

grave cases the general procu-rator should immediately contact him

before negotiating with the Holy See. “You know that I have

unlimited trust in you and wish nothing else but to hep you to do

some good to the Society” (October 18, 1908).

Jordan, of course, could not consider it his duty, just now

after 6 stormy years, to hand over the rudder of the Society, even

after he came to know what premature conclusions the Apostolic

Visitator had drawn from the poor election results. He owed this also

to the solid majority who truly stood with him. And he could not let

himself be pushed out by the strong minority who wanted to lead the

Society into a “calmer future.” Rather he knew himself challenged to

defend the apostolic universal spirit of the Society. In addition, the

still mounting debt was covered less by mortgages on unproductive

study houses than by the personal credit which Jordan enjoyed.

It is surprising that Fr. Antonio placed so much confidence in

the new general consulta. In fact, he did not know the individual

members personally. They themselves were for the most part

inexperienced in matters of leadership with the exception of the vicar

general, Muth, and he fled after one year, returning to his beloved

Vienna Kaisermühlen. 

Compared with the consultors they replaced, the newly

elected ones performed rather moderately. However, they did not

have to con-front years as critical as those their predecessors had

faced. In addition, Jordan could be content with them, for none of the

new consultors had been among the “Several Salvatorians.” Fr.

Antonio soon found his way in this new situation, and never

neglected to add greetings and good wishes to “Fr. General” in his

follow up letters to the general procurator.

1.20/30. Lüthen. For Jordan it was more than a relief that Lüthen

stayed in the motherhouse after General Chapter II, and that he kept

the first place in the Society after the Founder. Now Jordan could
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deliberate with him as before, and have him dispatch much of his

correspondence. Lüthen himself never thought about leaving Rome

in his later years. To the superior of Welkenraedt, who invited him to

come for holidays, he answered: “But I away from Rome? Scriba

sum!” (March 20, 1907).

Lüthen never discussed the Second General Chapter. Only to

the superior of Rio, with whom he always kept a very heartfelt and

personal exchange of letters, did he reveal something about the

happenings. He did so in his mild and benevolent way: 

For a long time I have not given any news. The general chapter laid

claim on my attention. You may have wondered that I am no longer

at my post. Younger forces were wanted and they did not want to

re-elect the former General Consultor. (Thank God, out of office

without second thoughts.) The general chapter has especially

worked to improve studies and has also taken beneficial resolutions

(November 2, 1908).

Lüthen submitted with no bitterness, humbly bowing to the new

situ-ation. He recognized the will of God even in this less than loving

slight. In reality some did not want to reelect any of the former

generalate, because in this way they could separate Lüthen from the

Founder and thus better check the Founder through a new slate of

consultors.

At that time, many capitulars saw no other way to counter-

balance the administrative direction of the two founders except to

tear them from one another. If in the end they did not want to

assume the blame for pushing the Founder aside, they wanted at

least to separate the influential official counselor from Jordan. 

They reproached Fr. Bonaventure [Lüthen] for siding too

unconditional-ly with the Founder, Venerable Father as Divine

Providence destines him, but the latter was by his rigorous

conscientiousness often hindered from taking necessary decisions

quickly enough. (Gerum, Sum § 364; cf., Pfeiffer in DSS III, 134).

Pfeiffer stated some decades later the real reason for the capitulars’

actions at that time:

The will of the Founder toward him [i.e., Lüthen] was decisive. He

never tried to push his opinion through against the will of the

Founder. Fr. Thomas [Weigang] thought similarly. Thus it

happened not rarely, that there were 3 votes against 2, making it



 Pancratius indicates here a statement, which in the notorious “pre-*

convention” to the Second General Chapter decisively checkmated the

Founder-duo. The charge that in the general consulta elected in 1902, the

three older members easily and at will outvoted the younger ones seemed so

clear and self-evident to all that it could easily be taken at face value. 

Since the First General Chapter it was said again and again, and

ever more frequently, that the generalate was split 3 against 2. However,

“youthful levity” also contributed to this affirmation, which in fact could not

be substanti-ated. It was clear to everyone that Jordan deliberated in all

matters conscientiously with Lüthen before presenting anything to the

consulta. Preceding this way was completely lawful. On the other hand,

Jordan was scrupulously con-cerned that each one could vote according to

his conscience and responsibility. All decisions were made strictly in secret.

Thus from a result of 3 to 2 one could in no way conclude that the older ones

had outvoted the younger consultors. The general procurator, Pfeiffer, by the

way, had no voting right.

In the years between the First and Second General Chapter, the

minutes show that 264 General Council meetings took place. 655 deliberative

secret votes were cast. At only 85 council meetings were all 5 members

present. From March 1903 to November 1904 (with one month of

interruption in February/March), only 4 members were staying in Rome,

because one consultor had been “lent out” to Lochau as building supervisor.

From April 1905 to the end of November 1907, there were again only 4

members, because the previously mentioned gene-ral consultor was

permanently transferred to Lochau, and much time passed before a

substitute could be found and elected from among the few priests who could

absent themselves from their posts.

In the 85 fully attended General Council meetings there were 210

secret votes. Of these, 155 were 5 to 0, and only 12 were 3 to 2. The

remaining results were mostly 4 to 1. In the 142 sessions, in which only 4

members were active, the result of 290 votes was 4 to 0.

When only 4 members were present, Jordan could with the assent

of church authorities call in the president of the motherhouse with full

voting rights for important consultations. He did so in 26 meetings, in

which, however, the voting result was never 3 to 2. During Jordan’s summer

trips less important matters (e.g., admissions, admittance to profession)

could be discussed and decided. All this shows that the ominous “three

against two” was a false coin.
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difficult to overrule the Founder. This prompted the election of new

consultors (DSS III, 201).*
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Once again in a late retrospect Pfeiffer said about Lüthen: “To him

Jordan was not only superior, but Founder of the Society. Therefore,

his measures were decisive above all. This standpoint is emphatically

defended by Lüthen.” When Jordan had another opinion, in spite of

Lüthen’s keeping his own, “Then he complied, easily accepting his

[Jordan’s] opinion. And in doing so, he saw in this the way of

Providence, as he repeatedly told me” (DSS III, 134).

Lüthen viewed himself as more than a yeah-sayer out of

religious obedience. Particularly in decisive moments he was a

dissenter, who the Lord had put at Jordan’s side as co-Founder.

Before having the office and dignity of vicar general, he fought

unswervingly as co-Founder in the difficult times of laying the

Society’s foundations. As vicar general he dedicated himself to his

assigned tasks with mildness and energy, and did not let himself be

puzzled in the worst times of crises. His responsibility was not only

founded in religious obedience, but in his special vocation and in the

firm conviction, which in the course of years had been deepened, that

Jordan had started his work not by himself but that he had been

driven by God.

Precisely in the difficult situations Jordan had to face, Lüthen

showed himself his true, more or less defenseless yet courageous co-

fighter. It must be remembered how decidedly Lüthen had prevented

the Apostolic Teaching Society from becoming a vassal of the

Cassianeum (1880). Remember also his effective intervention for the

Founder to repel the intruder Jacquemin (1884). Remember also how

Lüthen always resisted the yoke of the Apostolic Visitator and quite

frankly defended the Founder against overly harsh intellectual

patronizing. Remember also Lüthen’s open and clever involvement

for the honor of the Founder and the welfare of the Society in the

stormy years 1902 and 1908. Finally, remember the independent and

reliable way in which he as vicar general carried out his

responsibilities in the election procedures as custodian of Salvatorian

religious discipline, and as agent of the often misunderstood aim of

the Founder. No other Salvatorian recognized and accepted Jordan as

Founder with as true persuasion as Lüthen did.

Of the young generation Fr. Paulus Pabst, who succeed

Lüthen as novice master, was probably the Salvatorian who best

understood Jordan’s intentions and made them his own. Equally

capable Salvatorian pioneers (Pfeiffer included) remained distant
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from Jordan’s apostolic planning. To them it seemed rather

unrealistic. They contented them-selves with a firmly regulated,

governable institute, as envisioned by the Apostolic Visitator.

1.21/31. II General Chapter, continuing dissent. Before the proper

start of the general chapter a group of capitulars held a “pre-

meeting,” to discuss replacing the old generalate. After the very

humiliating voting results for the sitting generalate, Jordan along

with the outgoing general consultors protested this “pre-meeting.”

Jordan even considered having the legality of this procedure

examined by the Congregation. Gerum, the chapter president,

dissuaded him because it would provoke a bad result for the Society.

However, the new vicar general, Fr. Theophilus Muth, considered

the election result some-how disreputable. “The new general-ate is a

continuous demonstration against the former generalate and the

[First] General Chapter.” One could even hear the accusation of

“cam-paigning.” Some priests who felt attacked, defended them-

selves against such a reproach (October 12, Session 6). 

Jordan took up this subject in the aula the next day. He said

he didn’t want to insist that in Rome itself electioneering had

occurred. The priests who had defended themselves against this

reproach enjoyed his full trust. He was glad they had already

engaged themselves for the Society so much; may God reward them

for everything.

Becker was not satisfied with Jordan’s declaration. He had

not been among those who had defended themselves, but he had

been blamed for “agitation” because of his lobbying for the mission.

Jordan stated once more that he had not affirmed that agitation in the

strict sense had taken place. Furthermore, the mission was a separate

matter and was not connected with the question being treated at

present.

Muth, the new vicar general, now tried to calm everyone. He

pointed out that Jordan had only intended to eliminate tensions and

mutual discord. He asked the superior general to forgive and forget,

and to give them all full trust. Jordan must not be offended or

grieved, if in the discussions one or the other word had been said,

which might be interpreted as an accusation (October 13, Session 7).
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1.22/32. II General Chapter, deliberations. Difficulties also arose in

mutual understanding. Jordan saw himself too often on the dock for

his “organizational faults.” He feared that now the Society would be

limited only to the “German base” and the Assam Mission. He felt

too strongly pressed to the wall by the newer confreres. Once he

defended himself harshly: “In this tendency to press me down you

bring up what is negative, seldom what is positive.”

Gerum, the chapter president, contradicted him pointedly:

no capitulars had any such attitude. Jordan, however, did not give in

at once. Bitterly he complained: “I am taken by surprise. For years

they have stored up everything. They can present themselves with

more eloquence than I” (October 19, Session 14). Jordan suffered

deeply from the discord, which marked the whole chapter. Once

more he expressed his concern in regard to the aim of the Society,

when the Apostolic Prefect presented the motion that the Society be

required to set free two missio-naries for Assam in 1908, and in each

subsequent year till 1915.

Apart from the actual impossibility of enacting such an

ordinance, Jordan felt a most unfair mistrust of the generalate, which

was responsible for sending missionaries. He almost gave vent to his

displeasure: 

Whatever the great talkers want is adopted. I am very sorry North

America and Galizia are completely ignored. They will just get

what remains. Already yesterday I said that everything should be

left to the generalate; and if one doesn’t trust it that much, one

dismisses it.

After a break, the tensions in the chapter grew even hotter. Fr.

Hilarius Gog remarked coolly: “Others [i.e., other orders] know what

they want, but to date we don’t know what we want.” Jordan

answered: “We want to form Salvatorians. We are not a mission

society; thus we cannot work exclusively for the missions.” Gog did

not give in, but repeated “We have no true aim. This had been

written in the newspaper. By the way, that might be meant for him

[Jordan?]. But he publicly declared himself completely distanced

from this paper blizzard.” Jordan thought forming capable

Salvatorians was a natural pre-condition for the Society to reach its

main purpose. Jordan could only stress once more: our aim is good

apostolic religious. Missions are one of our tasks among others

(October 26, Session 26).



 The community of Tivoli, following the wish of the local superior,*

was incorporated into the Italian Province, while its property and debts

remained with the generalate. On the contrary, the superior of Meran

wanted his house to stay subject directly to the generalate. But he got no

hearing from the capitulars. 

On October 16, a motion was made that Annales be published every

two months. Jordan remarked that at present no priests could be set free for

this task. The editor of Der Missionär, however, wanted only one issue of

Annales per year. Thus the motion was defeated by a large majority.
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Afterwards they negotiated the proposal to partition the

Society into provinces. To Jordan this discussion was premature. A

few days before, he had illustrated his opinion in a discussion: Yes, it

was neces-sary to erect provinces. This he had intended for a long

time, but until today he had been hindered by great difficulties. He

hoped to be able to erect provinces as soon as possible. To the

question of Fr. Bonfilius Loretan, what Jordan understood by “as

soon as possible,” the Founder answered: in a year.

The capitulars came to an agreement that bypassed the

Founder. They didn’t want to be criticized for being too inactive,

which is what had been said about the delegates to the First General

Chapter. With a large majority the Society was divided into seven

provinces. The divi-sion was evidently a geographically makeshift

solution (Italian, German, Slavic, Austrian, Anglo-Belgian, North

American, South American).*

The next urgent motion was the request to regulate the

courses of studies. They decided that any secondary school teachers

must have passed his final examinations, he should have completed

special studies at a university, and where it was required he should

also undergo the state examinations. Each year at least two newly-

ordained priests were to be selected and set free for studies leading

to a teaching certification. The next day an exception was made: at

present, in case of need, the final examination alone would suffice for

teaching. The length of the humani-ora should be set by the

provinces, but it should be at least 6 years and in Germany and

Austria 7. The generalate should designate a community in Austria

or Germany (Meran) for late vocations. Talented pupils should be

able to take the final examination at a public school. The next discus-
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sions concerned determining provinces and their governments.

Debate over the Assam Mission took 2½ days (cf., 1.23)

When the general procurator spoke about finances, he began

cleverly with a letter from the Apostolic Visitator urging the

capitulars to give full attention and concern to this difficult matter.

Pfeiffer next requested a consolidation of forces, particularly in favor

of the study houses. Hamont should keep 6 classes, to form primarily

those destined for Assam and the USA. It was then decided to

transfer the novitiate from Rome to Hamberg and also to teach them

philosophy (without mathematics). The yearly contribution for

students should be moderate, but something should be required. The

provinces had to fix the amount of the contribution.

To Jordan “the study plan was set too high” (G-2.2). He was

concerned above all for the good formation of priests. So he was

against compressing philosophy and philology in an 8  and 9  class.th th

Shortening philosophy to one year he believed was “not allowed” by

canon law. He also warned again against a “hurry regarding

theological studies” (G-2.2). He was further convinced that the 5-year

humaniora course was sufficient for many priests, presupposing

“necessary talents and good teachers.” Learning goals should be

oriented according to each country, “but also adding something

more” (October 21, G-2.2). Jordan was pleased when Gog assured

him, “our studies have improved.” Jordan reminded the director of

studies in Lochau: “Fr. Justinian [Pfeiffer] is ¾ blind and is still

working much as a good teacher.”

Above all, Jordan feared a decrease in the number of new

priests: “The Society has fewer members today than at the last

general chapter. Only a few priests” (G-2.2). He composed for

himself a list of 5 reasons for his position on studies: 

1) those so quickly ordained are so excellent. Panama, Cartagena,

Assam and Drognens; 

2) contribution agreed on beforehand; 

3) thousands and thousands lose their salvation for lack of priests,

e.g. South America, Colombia, Fr. Felix [Bucher, USA]; 

4) those will stand up at the Last Judgment. Forced into by the

press (hounding). Our aim: glory of God and salvation of souls: at

the Judge-ment they will rise if we do not help them. Although we

were able to; 

5) Oh, that all were as zealous about [religious] observance as they

are about study (G-2.2).



 The chapter also ordered brothers to wear beards, and allowed*

each member to have a summer and a winter mantle in the “Havelock” style

used in some countries. The motion to make wearing the rosary optional was

defeated. 
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Jordan pointed to Janssen’s group and to the Franciscans in Germany

and Austria, who contented themselves with 6 years of humaniora,

as did the gymnasium in Freiburg, Switzerland. “Prolonging studies

would demand still more teachers.” To that he added military

service, and that “we had to refuse many good vocations” (G-2.2).

With bitter irony Jordan remarked: “A congregation destined

for all nations and countries wants to form all its members according

to the German system” (G-2.2). But the switches had already been

definitely thrown regarding the long awaited “reforms” suggested

by the study commission set up by the First General Chapter. The

young, aggressive generation saw Jordan’s view as surpassed and

out of date.

The general chapter decided to close down the two houses of

Los Angeles and Noto Città. About closing the house in Zagreb the

generalate should decide. Furthermore, the general procurator had

his proposal accepted: that all colleges, with the exception of study

houses, should pay a yearly contribution to the generalate, which it

should in turn distribute to the study houses. The study house in

Freiburg should take over the unpaid expenditures of Drognens. The

latter should continue to strive to get stipends from the canton

governments.

October 28, at 11:00, Pius X received the capitulars in

audience. Before concluding, the general chapter reproached the

superior of Noto Città for suggesting that it had been illegitimate and

its elections invalid. They rejected such an accusation as unfounded.

The general procurator proposed calling their houses “Salvatorian

Colleges” and not “Marian Colleges” as they had up til then. This

would better correspond to its actual name: Society of the Divine

Savior. The proposal was accepted.*

1.23/33. II General Chapter and the Assam Mission. Becker, the

Aposto-lic Prefect, had prepared himself carefully for the general

chapter. He also knew that all the capitulars would have an open ear
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for the Assam Mission, its wishes and sorrows. After Assam

missionary Fr. Dominicus Daunderer was elected general consultor

and had accepted the election by telegraph, Becker declared that

Propaganda Fide would agree to the election. He, however, could

only agree if Jordan would promise to send another qualified priest

to Assam to replace Daunderer. But Jordan couldn’t give an

assurance immediately. He wanted first to be sure there was a priest

ready for the mission. The chapter asked Jordan and Becker to agree

between themselves before approaching the Propaganda. Soon after,

Jordan wrote in his notes from the general chapter: “Already found a

missionary to replace Fr. Dominicus” (G-2.2).

The opposing stands of the superior general and the

Apostolic Prefect were often and bitterly discussed in the general

chapter. Jordan felt somehow threatened that Becker in the

presentation on the mission he had handed to the capitulars,

expressly stressed that if his requests couldn’t be complied with it

was the duty of the Society to return the mission to the Propaganda

completely or partly. Jordan felt this put the chapter under too much

pressure. He declared frankly his fundamental attitude: “Fr. Christo-

pher has the holy duty to do whatever he was able to do. I have the

order to intervene when too much is requested.” Becker did not want

to let things stand as they were: his demands had met with the

consent of all missionaries. “I would also like to know whether

Reverendissimo [Jordan] is turning Propaganda against the mission”

(October 13, Session 17).

A few days later another occasion arose for Becker to justify

his stand. He defended himself against Jordan’s statement that from

Assam “had come the sharpest demands and threats.” Above all he

regarded the word “threats” (which Jordan had simply taken over

from Fr. Antonio) as “base” and offensive. Jordan pointed out the

letter which contained the expressed threat, “that the mission should

be divided or taken away or that the Prefect would resign.”

Moreover, the Apostolic Prefect had already on his own handed in a

petition to Propaganda, that the mission be “divided.” “Let someone

else tell me that this is not a threat.” Jordan points out principally,

“that the Propaganda could take the Mission away from us at any

time, but that it would not prescribe to us you must send so-and-so

many people.” Becker replied that he viewed the Society as
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completely incapable of satisfying the needs of the mission for the

near future. 

In the meantime, Becker’s petition to Propaganda had been

forwarded to the Episcopal Province, which would soon take up the

question. Jordan made clear that he had not intended the word

“threat” maliciously. He referred to the fact that he had not asked to

take over the Assam Mission in the fall of 1889, but that he had been

urgently requested by the Prefect of Propaganda to take over the

region of Assam because nobody else wanted to accept it. At the time

Jordan had considered it the will of God, but had only accepted,

. . . within the abilities of the Society. Cardinal Agliardi said that he

had been sorry for us that we had to take over the mission. The

mission has 17 priests; the neighboring mission has not many more

priests, although it [Assam] was much larger. 

Becker was not satisfied: “It would be too low a thing for me to make

a threat.” Jordan could not, of course, involve the Bishop of

Caltanissetta as the author of the expression. So he pointed to the

utterances of the Apostolic Delegate of India and stated: 

. . . this was the general impression: that the Apostolic Prefect might

have urged too much. It is certainly to his honor, that he wants to

do so much; but the mission is not the Society (October 19, Session

14).

From October 24 to 26, the chapter dealt with the mission. Becker

made clear and well-aimed proposals. First he requested 3 mission

procuras (Rome, Herbesthal, Wealdstone). Jordan doubted whether

the required number of priests could be found to staff them along

with the mission itself. Other capitulars spoke more optimistically.

Becker’s proposal was accepted: in Rome, Fr. Joseph Bergmiller was

already in action; for Wealdstone, Fr. Stanislaus Weber was to be set

free; in Herbesthal, Fr. Anselm Schauff was making efforts to collect

funds for the mission. The rights and duties of these three mission

procurators were also discussed. Becker insisted that they be

accountable only to the mission superior.

To erect a mission center with a church to house the

Apostolic Prefecture, Becker was promised a loan of 20,000 frs. A

further request was that Manna and The Angels’ League should be

more engaged for the mission’s orphanages. Before being sent out,

the missionaries should spend a year in Wealdstone learning English
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language and culture and acquiring basic medical knowledge. This

request, however, was reduced to: “It is very desirable. . . .”

A further proposal of the Apostolic Prefect was that from fall

1908 till the next general chapter, two priests each year should be

sent to Wealdstone to prepare themselves for Assam. Jordan

remarked that in the coming years scarcely, and only with great

difficulty, could so many priests be found ready to go to the mission. 

Now Becker withdrew his request, but asked Jordan to

promise him personally (privat) that he would do everything in his

power to send the needed priests into the mission. Jordan had to feel

this as covert mis-trust toward himself, as if he had shown too little

interest in the mission until then. He answered curtly that he would

consider the matter.

After the chapter Jordan remonstrated with the Apostolic

Prefect for having presented the generalate’s involvement with the

mission up to now in a very bad a manner. Becker reported this in a

memorandum:

Fazit ex parte Rev.mi [things done from the side of Jordan]

1) When he could, he spoke against mission proposals–one can say

almost against all–although he sometimes compromised himself

cruelly, e.g., Cardinal Melcher!

2) Ostentatiously abstained from voting on mission matters.

3) In spite of being urged from all sides, and although he wanted

again to have enough personnel for the communities slated for

closing: for the mission he wanted to give no assurance in regard to

personnel.

4) In spite of greatest objectivity from my side, in all negotiations he

said to me still on the morning of my departure from Rome: this is

how you reward my continuous preference shown to you, that you

work against me and the Society in such a way (A MA).

Becker found his opinion confirmed in General Chapter II: that

Jordan neglected the Assam Mission. So he judged his own

opposition to the superior general with good conscience as

“objective” and fully justified.

Jordan stuck to his attitude toward Becker. He could not

allow the Society to be oriented only toward Assam, especially

because “the small number of scholastics will diminish more” (G-

2.2). He also required the generalate to be involved in planning a

“Mission House.” On other questions he also required more “clarity

re: mission” (G-2.2).



 The hitherto existing mission procura had sent about 200,000*

francs to Assam since the founding of the mission. For the planned high

schools, wealthy Englishmen had already contributed 20,000 francs.

Unfortunately, the generalate never received an accounting from Becker.
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Jordan had briefly listed what already had been done for the

Mission in Assam in spite of disasters, earthquakes, attacks, etc., (B-

126), but concluded: “The situation in Assam is unendurable.” It

lacked a regular superior and thus it lacked a bond between the

missionaries and the Society. “Without a Constitution there won’t be

order.” Jordan was also dissatisfied with the financial relations

between the mission superior and the Society, Jordan was

dissatisfied: “Of much money we don’t even know the total sum.

What about the bequest of O’Brien?” (B-128, Soli).*

Jordan did not agree to the request, that the priests of the

Society should assume complete care for the high school Becker

planned to erect in Shillong. He wanted Christian School Brothers to

staff this “European School” so that his priests could dedicate

themselves to the proper mission work. He also wanted Becker to

win over the Sisters of S. Angela Merici for the secondary school for

European girls, after the hoped for SDS teaching sisters from USA

refused, in order to continue dedicating themselves to the indigenous

girls and to orphans.

Becker left immediately after the chapter to spend two weeks

at his home. He then departed to his beloved mission on November

15 where construction of a convent school for European girls was

under-way. The Sisters of S. Angela Merici whom he had enlisted

were ready to open the school the coming spring. More space was

also to be provided for the Salvatorian Sisters. On January 16, 5

sisters departed for the mission. By December 12, 1908, Becker wrote

from Shillong: 

Beloved Venerable Father, after a quite stormy voyage I am now

back to my post to dedicate myself to the necessary and most

urgent tasks. In high esteem signs with many greetings, 

Yours very truly, Fr. Christophorus. M.

Jordan surely sighed deeply when these Christmas greetings arrived.

Each missioning ceremony was for Jordan an excellent

occasion to stoke the mission zeal of the scholastics. His addresses



 Up to General Chapter II, 17 priests had been posted to the*

mission, the highest number ever reached. Of the three priests trained in

Liverpool, one took over the catechetical school, another died after only a

few months of missionary activity. The third, who after 5 years of study

earned a diploma in mathematics and physics had to take over an important

station. The high school only opened after the missionaries had been

interned for half a year because of the start of WW I.
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were “captivating and filled us with enthusiasm” (Sum § 655). “In

Rome he tried to inspire us above all for the missions” (Sum § 1183;

cf., DSS XXIII). He surprised one scholastic by saying, perhaps you

will have the good fortune one day to be sent by me to the missions

(Sum § 655).

Unfortunately, General Chapter II’s mission resolutions did

not start a new era for Assam. Only one priest went to Wealdstone in

1909, and from there to Assam. He as well as the priests already

studying in Liverpool had to replace the missionaries returning to

Europe. So there was no net gain. No Salvatorians were ever engaged

in the high school. But in 1913, at least two more brothers joined

those already in Shillong.*

The three mission procuras could in no way fulfill the

expecta-tions laid on them. Many bishops closed their dioceses to

Salvatorian fund raising. In addition, the English at home, especially

the Catholics, were often poorer than those in the colonies. The

number of priests in Assam slowly declined, and there were only 10

left when in 1915 WWI sundered the connection between Society and

mission for a long time, though not forever.

1.24/34. II General Chapter, close and implementation. In his

Solomonic final address the chapter president stated: “All matters

have been treated with the best good will and sincerely, I may say: in

concord and peace.” Next, Gerum wished that the many good

resolutions might not simply remain on paper. Then he invited the

capitulars to thank God, 

. . . who has given you such energy and such diligence. Everything

has come out in brotherly love, although some sessions began with

lightning and thunder, and differences of opinion sometimes arose.

This, however, is not a sign of discord. In fact, how could we all be



 These citations are taken from the German chapter notes of Fr.*

Evarist Mader, in which he notes happenings important to him. Although

his minutes are in no way official, his quite realistic reports are credible.

What is presented here are not direct quotations.

 The recording secretary was Fr. Simeon Heimann, head of the**

Huma-niora Commission. He showed himself not fully satisfied with the

course of the chapter. For personal reasons he had himself excused by the

president and returned to Meran already on October 23.
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of the same opinion? That would be objectionable and

blameworthy. I express once more my joy over your love and trust.*

The president concluded the final session with an appeal for concord

and love in the whole Society (October 29, Session 33).

The president sent the chapter minutes to the Apostolic

Visitator for examination. Fr. Antonio stated that the chapter had

done much very good work, and that he had nothing special to

remark. However, he found the minutes too summary and required

additional explanations, which were to be signed by the generalate.**

Regarding the wishes and questions presented to him, Fr.

Antonio answered in writing. Above all he repeated that without his

express agreement no new foundations were to be made. He

proposed that the generalate should in secret balloting elect an

Extraordinary Visitator for the missions and for the non-European

houses, as Jordan was no longer up to such strains. The superior

general could indeed name such a visitator on his own; however, if

one were elected by the generalate he would be accepted with more

trust. 

Fr. Antonio would find it good if Jordan himself would

propose the election of a visitator for the whole Society. An Extra-

ordinary Visita-tor for the non-European houses was necessary at

any rate. The Bishop of Caltanissetta urged particularly that each

already existing house, or any future house, should have at least 6

members; 3 of whom were to be priests. Jordan had to take care that

all houses had enough personnel; in regard to the smaller houses the

generalate should determine whether these were to be dissolved.

Gerum was to inform the generalate of Fr. Antonio’s proposals (AGS,

n.d.).



 Giuseppe Calasnazio Vives y Tuto was born February 15, 1854 in*

S. Andrea de Levaneras (Diocese of Barcelona). He joined the Capuchins and

from 1890, was consultor to the Inquisition, and from 1895 to Propaganda.

Leo XIII named the pious and learned Capuchin a cardinal on June 19, 1899.

Under Pius X his influence grew so that it was jokingly said: “Tuto fa tutto”

(Tuto does it all). Beginning on October 26, 1908, Vives y Tuto directed the

Congregation for Bishops and Religious. He died September 7, 1913, in

Monteporzio near Rome.
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The proposal of Fr. Antonio to elect an Extraordinary

Visitator for the Society did not at first meet an echo. The new

consultors as well as the soon-to-be-elected provincials should first

accustom themselves to their new offices. Furthermore, the decisions

of the chapter should first be tested in regard to their practicality.

Only for Assam did Jordan press for an Extraordinary Visitator,

especially given the independent course Becker was steering there.

This task was entrusted to the missionary who had been elected

general consultor: Fr. Dominicus Daunderer. He liked the

assignment and remained another year in Assam; in the meantime

his chair on the generalate remained unoccupied.

Immediately after General Chapter II, the general procurator

began the procedure to have the division into provinces approved by

the Congregation for Religious. The latter required the opinion of the

Apostolic Visitator (December 5, 1908), who did not, however, favor

small provinces. He urged the generalate to propose 3, and not more

than 4 provinces (November 17, 1908). 

The Bishop of Caltanissetta passed the generalate’s final

decision to the Congregation on January 23, 1909. The successor of

Cardinal Ferrata, Cardinal Vives y Tuto, approved on February 8,

1909, the division into 4 provinces: Latin American, German,

Austrian, and Anglo-American (A Rel 594/08).  In addition, the*

statutes worked out by the general chapter for the provinces had to

be revised by the generalate according to canonical norms (December

16, 1908, D-813). Fr. Antonio gave some indications from canon law.

Fr. Antonio was informed by Pfeiffer about the approved

division into provinces and expressed himself quite content. 

The holy congregation has accepted my proposals, which always

conformed with the wishes of Fr. Pancratius. I shall be highly

pleased when I have an occasion to favor the poor Society in all its

concerns.
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Fr. Antonio added greetings to the superior general and to Msgr.

Bisleti (February 20, 1909, D-819).
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2. The Shadow of the Marian Double

In the years after the First General Chapter, Jordan was tested even

more severely than in the first years of his foundations. After a

promising expansion the Society began to stagnate. Vocations

decreased consider-ably. The members established themselves in

pastoral work. Many set their hearts more on this work than on

spending themselves to build and extend “apostolic nurseries.” After

ordination quite a few, thinking that for good pastoral work religious

life was not necessary, turned their backs on the Society.

While at the end of the century Jordan had difficulty keeping his

many new priests busy, now just into the new century he had to be

satisfied with simply manning the existing houses sufficiently to

guarantee the survival of their apostolates. Jordan saw the fat years

turn lean. Looking here and there it must have seemed to him that

the burning fire of “first love” had been reduced to a smoldering

ember. Nevertheless, he had patiently to keep alive in others what

God’s grace determined as his own life: “Never forget that you must

sacrifice yourself entirely for the cause of God” (January 31, 1904, SD

II, 69). [Note: Unless otherwise indicated all further quotations are

taken from the Spiritual Diary (SD) II.]

Increasingly, Jordan asked himself whether the Society, which in the

meantime had received the full right to exist in the church, still

corresponded fully to its original name: Apostolische Lehrgesellschaft,

“Apostolic Teaching Society.” Certainly it had been necessary for the

various foundations to adapt to their cultural environments. But

Jordan feared they might become so staid and domesticated that they

would lose the Society’s wide apostolic breadth. Pressing personal

tasks on site would limit the collective apostolic principle that

“Salvatorians belong wherever there are souls to be saved.”

As Jordan approached his sixties, he felt ever more strongly how the

years passed by without his having succeeded in stamping his work

with the same apostolic spirit the Lord had implanted in his own

heart back in Lebanon many years before. He fell into a deep inner

conflict because of this feeble “apostolic fire.” He was suffering from

the desire to live out “The Pact” as he was duty bound. He entreated
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the Lord, “urgently, strongly, passionately” (November 17, 1904) to

help him regain some-how what he had missed, or what was still

missing: “Oh Lord, rise up, help me! A new army for the glory of

God and the salvation of souls! Oh, time is short, come quickly and

instruct me” (June 19, 1904).

He struggled with the Lord in his nightly prayers, begging God to

show him a way to give his work renewed impetus. He asked

himself earnestly whether the Lord was not waiting for him to start

an additional founda-tion of selected apostolic men who might be

able to spur a renewed apostolic thrust in holy competition with his

existing work. What he had prayerfully hoped for as a “New Era”

(SD II, 40) on the Feast of the Presentation of the Blessed Virgin Mary

1904, increasingly took the form of a dream about a completely new

army (March 3; June 19, 1904).

During these years, Jordan was often harassed and tempted in his

nightly prayers by this apostolic dream solution, and he was unable

to steel himself against it: “I am chained in the Lord–look at me,

bound in the spirit” (February 2, 1904). It was clear to him, that this

was not the arena for human planning and calculation. But the Lord

could intervene to help the agonizing Kingdom of God. “Besiege

God who can do every-thing!” (November 16, 1903); “Raise, oh Lord,

a new army for Your glory and the salvation of souls! Oh, Virgin

Immaculate!” (March 3, 1904).

In these stormy years, Jordan was fully engaged in the task of

stabilizing his work. He never lost sight of his grave responsibility as

its spiritual father: “Care for each and all until I come” (January 4,

1904). More than anything, this desire motivated his prayers. So it is

all the more remark-able that he let himself be taken up by the plan

for a new foundation. There are so many traces of it in his Spiritual

Diary. However, their very bluntness shows that his planning

remained quite tentative, despite his lively imagination desiring the

wonder of a new start. But the boundless desire of this apostolic

man–“Oh Father, I will save all” (January 29, 1903)–again and again

overwhelmed all his sober reflections in his nightly hours of prayer.
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To guarantee its apostolic reliability, this new army should be

markedly Marian: 

For the glory of God and for the salvation of souls establish, with

the help of God, a Society in honor of the Blessed Virgin Mary

Immaculate. Oh Lord, I am ready for everything trusting in You, oh

Savior, You who became man for us, arise, help me with Your

strong hand! Oh Mother of God, be my protectress and my

powerful helper! (March 24, 1905, Vigil of the Annunciation of the

Blessed Virgin Mary).

Jordan did not consider his dream of a “new phalanx” the obsession

of an apostolically extravagant man. He saw it as one of the Lord’s

small options for helping his church in distress, and as an obscure

and still somewhat unclear personal call “according to The Pact.”

And precisely on account of this pact, Jordan felt a renewed

challenge. His “apostolic nurseries” were stagnating. At the same

time, in the Kingdom of God laborers were lacking everywhere. The

Apostolic Visitator’s order to admit to his schools only boys capable

of paying, along with the request of the confreres to make German-

style secondary schools obligatory, dramatically reduced recruiting.

Jordan admired the courage of small foundations, especially from the

French cultural milieu, which dedicated themselves to the formation

of priests under the banner of the Immaculate Mother of God with no

special material guarantees.

The jubilee year honoring the Immaculata (1904) reawakened in

Jordan the desire to bring to life a Marian work, which might be able

to balance the decline of the Salvatorian effort. In addition, turbulent

events in the Society in 1904, especially in Assam and Jägerndorf,

contributed to Jordan’s temptation to take this strange alternative.

Under the protection of the Mother of God, and especially

consecrated to her veneration, a new group of apostolically-oriented

men should bind together. For the time being he simply called this

dream team his “Marian Missionaries.” More with audacious dreams

than with realistic reflection he planned at the outset to recruit only

young men who “had finished at least 6  or 7  grade.” They were toth th

be future priests of a “Society of the Immaculata.” He wanted to take

the financial resources from a “Marian Fund” to be established

beforehand. The interest generated by the fund should benefit the

Marian Missionaries. A modest “Marian Messenger” should identify



 See, A Closer Look: 2.1, Marian Missionaries.1

 On a sheet of paper Jordan wrote:2

Salvate animas!

1) I can reach nothing, I expect God’s help.

2) to practice the great art of letting others act and work (faire

agir).

3) no debts are to be incurred.

4) whether a way can be found that, in case it would be

impossible to

 execute the plan, the means should be transferred to the Societas

 Divini Salvatoris.

5) The institute is independent from the SDS (n.d. E-171).
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and cultivate “friends and benefactors” for this perpetual fund. See,

2.1. Marian Missionaries.1

The critical question, of course, was the relation between these

Marian Missionaries and the Salvatorians. Jordan wanted the new

branch to be autonomous and independent from the SDS. He kept

betting on his original and so far unaltered attitude to “let others do

and work” (faire agir). This principle should have born fruit already

when he established the “apostolic nurseries,” but it had petered out

more or less for lack of “heroic apostles.” Jordan did not conceal

from himself that even his boldest dreams about saving souls

remained dreams on his side: “I can do nothing, I expect the help

from God.”2

In the meantime, Jordan had fallen in love with his “Marian

Missionar-ies.” He went so far as to list the reasons for such a

venture. He judged the climate in the Catholic world of his day

favorable; and he considered a new army for Christ intimately bound

to the Immaculate Mother of God to be always in step with the times

and never out of date. After so many sad experiences in the SDS, he

expected a “new start out of the original spirit.” His desire to offer

equal opportunities to apostolic recruits played a big role in his



 Jordan made efforts to list reasons for his dream plan:3

O.A.M.D.G.

Pro 1) Si vule di nuovo del freno

2) I tristi effetii dello sviluppo

3) S.Berchmans/Pove (ro)

4) Nuova Falange pro Christo

5) Speciale onore alla V. Immac.

6) Salutare pressione, etc.

7) Nuovo slancio e spiritu principali

8) Immenso bisogno di buoni operai

9) L’esperienza, etc.

10) Disposizione del mondo cattolico e occasione assai opportuna

11) Status actualis Societatis (n.d. E-167). 

[Note: point 11 was added later: 1906-1908?]

At the bottom is noted: “Assistants, Prior?” Jordan thought about a novice

master from the SDS for Loreto (E-170), and a prior from the SDS for Rome

(E-168).

 “Fr. Jordan came and talked more than an hour about his intended4

new foundation of Marian Mission brothers. They and the Salvatorians, two

sons of one father; if only the father does not love the Benjamin too much

while neglecting the elder,” de Waal noted in his diary, February 18, 1904

(CS).
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thoughts, especially after the Apostolic Visitator had prohibited him

from admitting to his schools any seminar-ians without means.3

In an hour of happiness, Jordan dared to open his dream plans to the

rector of Campo Santo, with whom he was on friendly terms. He

spoke about a group of “Marian Mission Brothers.” Msgr. de Waal

advised him, of course, to forget such ideas and to content himself

with what he had already established and which was proceeding so

promisingly.  Jordan, however, was not immediately satisfied with4

this advice. Instead it confirmed his earlier experience: “Turn to God.

People will not understand you! From Him come light and strength”

(February 2, 1903). Over and over he called to the Lord: 

Oh Jesus, oh Savior of the world, look, look, here I am! Help me!

You know, oh Lord, help me that all may be saved; I am ready for

all, with the help of your grace I will bear all (February 12, 1903). 

Oh Lord, my desire is not hidden from You! (November 5, 1903). 



 See, A Closer Look: 2.2. Prayer.5
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Oh Lord, would that I were intimately united with You and would

lead all to You! (April 20, 1904). 

He renounces his siesta time to examine better whether and how this

dream might somehow take shape: 

Dedicate daily in the afternoon, if it is God’s will, about two hours

to the holy work (April 3, 1904).

He became almost insatiable in prayer: 

Give yourself to prayer in the evening and during the night!

(February 7, 1905). 

His continuing struggle in prayer for the salvation of souls became

now and then a strong “inner suffering:” 

Oh Jesus, I am suffering great trials. Oh Lord, show me the way I

should walk (February 3, 1904). 

These inner sufferings also revealed themselves of the weakened

body of the one who had been praying so. 

Suffered much, December 29, 1902 (G-2.4).

Only with difficulty could Jordan find his way back into everyday

activi-ties after such nights, after which he was not immediately

responsive to everyone and everything around him. Lüthen, from

whom he did not hide how vexed he was by his apostolic suffering

for souls, could not lift the cross from him. But, in patient under-

standing he tried to shield him from encounters occurring too early

on those days when his inner sufferings were still written on his face

and reverberating in his weak nerves. Lüthen himself suffered from

his own shattered nerves in those years. See, 2.2. Prayer.5

In 1906, Jordan increasingly dedicated himself to this concern which

he had code named “Marian Missionaries.” The press attacks and the

ensuing wave of defections reanimated his plans. On his list of

reasons favoring this work he added meaningfully: “the present

situation of the Society.”
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On April 23 and 24, Annibale di Francia, Founder of the Rogationists,

was a guest in the motherhouse. Jordan met with him for a spiritual

exchange of views. The venerable canon from Messina asked Jordan

to help him with his small institute. Jordan agreed. He also expressed

his own desire to found another institute of missionaries dedicated to

the Virgin Immaculate. Di Francia, home again with his small

community, could not easily forget what Jordan had told him in

confidence. Just before the Feast of the Ascension, he took courage

and presented to Jordan what he had become convinced of during

the intervening weeks of prayerful consideration. Di Francia could

not believe that the Lord would expect from Jordan a further

foundation–a mere a twin of the already existing work. Di Francia,

then, spoke of the “apostles of the last time,” that great and singular

order of the eschatological time whose rule of life Mélanie, the young

shepherdess of La Salette claimed to have received from the Mother

of God. The Founder of the Rogationists was deeply impressed by

this vision which Mélanie had personally presented to him. But he

thought that these future apostles would come from an already

existing order. His own tiny foundation was quite unworthy to be

chosen. But the Lord might perhaps like to take Jordan’s “Salvatorian

Marian Order” as the “Precursor Order” when the time was ripe.

Then di Francia exuberantly describes his own unique vocation to

revivify the command of the Savior, “Ask the Lord of the Harvest,”

which seemed to him to have fallen dormant in the past centuries.

Then he speaks briefly about his two movements: one for the clergy,

the other for laity. At last he presented his proper concern: Jordan,

instead of planning a new Marian foundation, should take over his

own institute, the Rogationists. With his many involvements, di

Francia had just reached a cautious, though not yet really viable

beginning. Jordan should now take into his own hands the proper

establishment of the Rogation-ists. Thus, he invited Jordan to come

immediately to Messina for some months to think it over on the spot

and to decide what was God’s will.

Jordan was as deeply impressed as di Francia by Mélanie’s

eschatologi-cal vision of a vast, unique order. But he, too, was of the

humble opinion that his own modest foundations could not be

considered the anticipated “forerunner order.” When Jordan



 See, A Closer Look: 2.3. Di Francia.6

 See, A Closer Look: 2.4. Purpose of the Societas Mariae Immaculatae.7
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received di Francia’s explanation and offer he wrote in his Spiritual

Diary: 

Oh mighty Virgin, awaken new apostles! Virgin Immaculate of

Loreto, rise up; Mother, you my hope! Lead them together and send

them into the entire world! (May 26, 1906).

But Jordan did not agree with one word of di Francia’s humble offer.

He only asked for a copy of the “pseudo rule” being circulated by

Mélanie. Di Francia copied it and again invited Jordan to come to

Messina, as he had already promised to help him. Jordan however,

could do as little with Mélanie’s “rule” as di Francia. He continued

his own Marian dreams, while di Francia continued to pray for a

proper “founder” for his work. But whenever he came to Rome, di

Franca was always Jordan’s very reverend and dear guest. See, 2.3.

Di Francia.6

Di Francia’s mission call impressed Jordan deeply. His sketch of the

“Marian Missionaries,” even adopted di Francia’s motto: “Ask the

Lord of the Harvest.” But instead of at Messina, he wished to

establish its motherhouse at the Shrine of Loreto. The house of

studies itself should be in Rome along with its center for promotions.

He thought to head up both houses with Salvatorians selected for the

purpose. In order to avoid mixing up Salvatorian matters and those

of the Marian Missionaries he thought it possible, even advisable, to

present himself for the latter under a pseudonym: “Fr. Johannes of

Jesus,” after all, Johannes was Jordan’s Christian name. See, 2.4.

Purpose of the Societas Mariae Immaculatae.  7

Because of the crisis shaking the Society in those years, climaxing at

the beginning of 1906, Jordan was all the more tempted to see in a

further attempt at a foundation a new engine for his entire work.

During his holidays in Drognens (July-August, 1906) he had time to

examine such considerations. He also introduced the house superior

to his desired plan. Fr. Conrad Hansknecht, a man of true apostolic

zeal, certainly esteemed the prophetic talent of the Founder as he



 Jordan also tried to win Fr. Tharsicius Wolff just newly ordained,8

for his plan. Fr. Conrad Hansknecht would have been the right man for

Loreto. Wolff, gifted with good business abilities, would have fit Piazza

Rusticucci well. They both were courageous and trustfully devoted to

Jordan.

 Jordan always heard deep inside “Apostolists” (DSS XIV, 120). He9

yearned for unlimited apostolic engagement! This alone was to him

palpitante di attualita (DSS XIV, 431). Thus his ecclesiastical obedience did not

remain “on standby,” but it was apostolically urging. The well worn path

seemed to him an indirect way. He was attracted by the shorter but steeper

mule track.

 Jordan was endowed with an exuberant imagination. It pressed10

him in his praying and planning. Often enough he felt it as a hindrance.

“Always dominate your imagination! (SD, October 31, 1909; cf., April 23,
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expressed himself. Fr. Conrad himself did not decline outright,

instead he stalled.  8

Once again Jordan experienced an hour of hasty, holy, preliminary

decision, noting in his diary: “After I made the good intention, I

resolved to accomplish it with God’s help. Drognens, July 14, 1906.”

But the Lord didn’t send another Massaia or Don Bosco as 25 years

before. Jordan could not count upon any ecclesiastical

encouragement. But his desire for an apostolic “more” had almost

become second nature. His charism and his pain was his insatiable

hunger for souls. He had to endure it in his prayers and in his

mysterious inner sufferings. He had to leave to the Lord how all this

would be useful to the sanctification and confirmation of his already

existing work, and most of all how it would contribute to the

salvation of “the many,” for whom he knew himself responsible

“according to The Pact.” “Oh Lord, all for You! Help me with Your

strong hand” (December, 1906).9

 

Only in 1904 and 1906, did Jordan take a few persons into his

confidence regarding his dreams. From that period stem also the

rare, unfinished rough draft statutes of the Marian Missionaries. In

these sketches Jordan’s overflowing fantasy may have gone too far.10



1909; December 28, 1908; June 7, 1913; April 6, 1917; March 22, 1917)”.

 See, A Closer Look: 2.5. Zealous Prayer.11
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Later, we still find scattered here and there in his Spiritual Diary

traces of his inner struggle. Staying in Loreto on September 11, 1907,

Jordan again implored the Mother of God to help him out of his

painful dark-ness. He also wanted, “to pray in monasteries” to get to

know clearly the will of God. But he waited in vain for a clear

starting signal from above. In his nightly prayers for the salvation of

souls he repeatedly declared his readiness for whatever the Lord

might ask from him. Now he pre-sented his apostolic dreams to the

Lord only as “wishes” and “desires.”

Between April 26-28, 1908, he again noted in his Spiritual Diary an

apostolically hot and at the same time only partially resigned flare

up: “The die is cast–united solely with God, accomplish it through

Christ Jesus Crucified! All peoples, races, nations, and so on, all!”

See, 2.5. Zealous prayer.  But Jordan was nearly sixty years old. His11

strength diminished. He had, like Don Bosco, to pronounce his “so

be it!” and leave the rest to the Lord of the Harvest. His long hard

years and grievous struggle in prayer, however, had repeatedly

given him strength to navigate the apostolic dimension of his

Salvatorian foundation against the currents of adaptation and

mediocrity.

Jordan had always intended too much in his life and was often sad to

accomplish so little. He had always set his goal too high and

accepted failure: “to the honor of God and for the salvation of souls.”

He related all his ideas and plans to his apostolic vocation. The great

“why” that vexed him and animated him in these efforts was: why

do so many people go through life without Jesus Christ, their savior? 

There is an unbloody martyrdom, most pointedly the Mater

Dolorosa. There is the baptism of desire like that of the martyr St.

Rogatian of Nantes. Is there not also an apostolic co-suffering for the

salvation of souls built upon the foundation of desire? Through all

these dire years, Jordan remained extraordinarily “patient in

tribulation and constant in prayer” (Romans 12:12).
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2. The Shadow of the Marian Double. A Closer Look

2.1/1. Marian Missionaries. Under the motto Salvate animas, “Save

Souls” Jordan dreamed about an apostolic foundation which he

baptized “Marian Missionaries.” But he put a clear question mark

after the title. The aim of the new foundation should be: “as many

apostolic workers as possible should assist the holy church.” They

should stand under the “special protection of the Mother of God. An

association of ‘Marian Charity-Work’ similar to the Seraphic Charity-

Work shall supply its material means.” First a Marian Fund should

be created “in perpetuity, the interest of which shall maintain its

students.” A promotional magazine “Queen of Peace” should be

edited (n.d., E-161).

Jordan desired for this army “good youth;” the future clerics

among them should “have completed at least grades 6 or 7 of

secondary school” (n.d., E-162). Above the final draft of his first short

appeal for a Societas Mariae Immaculatae he later set the motto of the

Rogationists (Mtt. 9:38) “Ask the Lord of the Harvest.” He hedged

the admission criteria of secondary studies with “for the present.”

For himself as director of this work he chose a second religious

name: “Johannes Mary of Jesus” (E-163). 

In a second draft he sketched the aim of these missionaries in

three basic statutes. At the bottom he named the promotional

magazine Der Snedbote der Marien Missionare (n.d., E-164/5). Jordan

wanted the motherhouse with novitiate to be in Loreto, and a house

for higher studies in Rome (n.d., E-169). For clothing he thought

about a black habit and black mantle, a blue cincture and a crucifix

on the chest.

2.2/5. Prayer. His diary reveals how often Jordan found refuge and

support in prayer. Over and over he admonished himself: 

Always pray and never give up (November 16, 1903; November 17,

1904).

Impressively he urges himself not to tire of praying: 

Pray, pray, pray (August 9, 1906; January 13, 1907). 

Pray insistently! Pray! Trust in the Lord! (February 13, 1904).
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Pray ceaselessly; one must always pray (March 6, 1904; February 13,

1905).

Prayer was to Jordan “the greatest power in the world” (November

22, 1906). It offered a share in the omnipotence of God: 

Almighty Prayer! (January 20, 1905). 

Besiege the dear God who is able to do everything (November 16,

1903).

Prevail upon God, who can do all things. All for you, oh God!

(March 19, 1905).

He taught that prayer got the Lord’s attention: 

If you wish to obtain something from the Lord, through prayer you

will obtain whatever you ask for (February 23, 1904).

When in his sorrows Jordan lost his way, he encouraged himself: 

Use these keys: trust in God and prayer! (November 20, 1903). 

His continuous admonition was: 

Pray much more and trust in God! (February 6, 1904); one must

pray; to the one who believes, all things are possible (November 16,

1903). 

He incited himself: 

Urge more prayer; that all may become men of prayer (February

13,1905).

Above all Jordan personally loved prayer, 

. . . in the evening and throughout the night (February 7,

1905). 

Night time prayer–a treasure! (January 18, 1904). 

In this he did not allow himself to give in: 

More self-discipline, especially in the evening. Be alone with God

more often; linger more often alone near the tabernacle, detached

from every-thing (Athus, August 3, 1905). 

Prayer was to him the bridge over the abyss of the apostolic life: 
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The promise of the Almighty–the confidence of the poor man (May

30, 1904). 

To Jordan praying in the evening and throughout the night resulted

also from his physically unbalanced constitution. In the evening his

nerves kept him wide awake for long hours. Regarding Lüthen,

Pfeiffer testifies, his nerves were completely exhausted in the

evening; but in the morning they did not let him sleep. So Lüthen got

up before the others and celebrated Mass early. 

Venerable Father’s nervous complaint had the opposite effect: in

the evening he was quite lively, and he quieted down in the

morning. In the evening he would have liked working till

midnight; but in the morning he was almost exhausted. Only after

breakfast did he find his strength, and then the first step he made

was going to see Fr. Bonaventure [Lüthen] to discuss current

matters (DSS III, 153f).

The evening and night hours, in which Jordan’s nerves battled

healthy and relaxing sleep, he used both to review before God the

happenings of the day, and to ask Him for light and strength for

pending decisions. These hours were sometimes filled with grave

inner sufferings and afflic-tions. Jordan’s heart was sensitive,

compassionate and vulnerable. He could quickly, almost

immediately, exult at apostolic successes. But he was equally quick to

be pulled down by apostolic reverses. Then his nightly praying

became a deep sighing. The traces to be found in his diary are not

easy to explain, but are touching in their clear sincerity. 

Great suffering and affliction abated this evening. Suffering inside

and out. Oh my Father, what poor creatures we are! (June 27, 1903).

That these mysterious sufferings were closely connected with his

apostolic vocation he shows clearly enough now and then. 

No matter what sufferings break upon you, always go ahead in the

Lord with the greatest confidence according to the purpose on page

52, trusting in the Lord (September 18, 1904). 

The next day he encouraged himself: 

No anxiety – no fear! (September 20, 1904). 
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When the adverse and shameful happenings of 1904 became like a

slow-acting toxin threatening to poison 1905 as well, Jordan noted in

his diary: 

Oh Lord, help me! Putting my confidence in You, I will bear

everything for You! Act–act! Suffering–suffer–suffer–suffer!

(December 5, 1904). 

Two weeks later he added: 

Spend and let yourself be spent, that all may be saved. Consider as

no-thing, whatever will happen to you in the way of bitterness,

contempt, humiliation, criticism and the like (December 20, 1904).

Jordan suffered deeply from the wave of departures after the press

affair. 

Oh almighty Father, have mercy on me, because my sufferings are

very great. Oh, strengthen me, that I may not succumb! (January 29,

1907).

Oh Lord, how greatly I suffer, help me (February 25, 1907). 

My sufferings are so great (April 23, 1907).

Oh terrible sufferings (April 19, 1907). 

Oh Lord! How greatly I suffer! (May 9, 1907; September 21, 1907). 

Even in 1908, a deep trace of this suffering is still found in his diary: 

Troubles and afflictions greatly surround me. Rise up, Lord and

help me! You alone know, oh Lord, how greatly I suffer. For the

sake of Your name, which I want to glorify, be my strong helper!

(March 12, 1908).

This praying and suffering, of course, took their physical toll.

Mornings, Jordan had not yet recovered, he appeared stunned, even

shocked. At those times it was difficult, almost impossible for him to

navigate his way back into daily life. Celebrating morning Mass be-

came a torment. Visitors who came early when he was in this state

could be disappointed to find Jordan still absent. Lüthen, familiar

with every-thing, wrote about this to the fund raising brother who

had asked why Jordan had treated some young candidates so curtly. 
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Candidates! Probably those 18 came in the morning when

Venerable Father was very nervous and tormented by spiritual

sufferings–I don’t want to say more–which makes conversation for

him intolerable. Pazienza! (March 9, 1906, BL-836).

Jordan never spoke about his spiritual turmoil. He tried to become

responsive as quickly as possible. His growing nervous suffering

forced him to heroic patience and mildness. It could well happen that

his rebellious nerves caused him to sweat or forced him simply to

absent himself. Just in this regard, Jordan was vigilant. “Better to die

than to be rough,” was one of his main resolutions (November 27,

1903).

In those difficult years when Jordan was so burdened and in

such demand, he admonished himself to be calm, moderate and take

greater care of his damaged health. 

Quiet, surrender, nothing forced! (March 26, 1904; September 16,

1904; May 26, 1905; June 16, 1906, etc.). 

He had to confess to himself: 

Doing too much eventually causes great damage; it can provoke

great temptations (May 19, 1905). 

You need more rest; never work too long without resting. Thus you

are able to do more for God’s holy cause (Hamont, August 6, 1905). 

Avoid force and exertion as far as I possibly can, for it causes

damage (June, 1907).

Jordan couldn’t hide from himself his noticeable decrease in strength: 

Take care of your health (March 6, 1903; January 29, 1905; August 28,

1908). 

It is a serious duty to care of your health and to rest, so that with

God’s help you may achieve. With God, pray! (April 28, 1908).



 Annibale Maria di Francia of the family of the Marchesi di S.*

Catarina del Tonio, was born in Messina, July 5, 1851. At the age of 2 he lost

his father, and at 7 was handed over to the care of the Cistercians of S.

Nicola. After their expulsion (1866) he studied at the college of poet Felice

Bisazza. On December 8, 1869 (the day Vatican I convened), he was invested

as a cleric, together with his brother Francesco, in the Church of the

Immacolata, without the knowledge of his mother. Ordained in 1878, he

became cathedral canon on January 12, 1882.

Already as deacon he took care of the poor in the Avignon Quarter.

As a priest he dedicated himself to the care of about 200 poor people in that

pocket of misery. He founded orphanages for boys and girls, the Orfanotrofi

Antoniani (1887). As he in vain turned to religious communities for help, he

himself gathered a loose group of helpers around himself.

Already as a young priest di Francia was deeply moved by the

Lord’s order: “Ask the Lord of the Harvest to send out laborers into his

harvest” (Mt 9:38; Lk 10:2). He founded a Sacra Alleanza for priests who were

touched by the Lord’s “Rogate” (November 28, 1897). At the time of his

death, 50 cardinals, 400 bishops and many religious superiors and priests

were inscribed in this Alleanza.

On the Feast of the Immacolata 1900, he founded the Pia Unione

della Rogazione Evangelica, whose members were to dedicate themselves to

the“Rogate” and also to help the Orfanotrofi Antoniani. On September 15,

1901, the two independent groups in Messina received the name Istituto della

Rogazione Evangelica and Figlie del Divino Zelo. The great earthquake in

Messina destroyed his work almost completely and he had to begin anew. In

the meantime he transplanted his Institute to Oria near Brindisi in Apulia

(1909).

 World War I brought new setbacks. But on August 6, 1926, his

Institute received diocesan approval. At his death on June 1, 1927, the

Institute had two foundations (Messina and Oria) with only a few members

left. After his death his foundation put forth new branches. On September

29, 1928, the first novitiate (diocesan right) was started. Through the

introduction of the World Prayer Day for Religious Vocations by Pope Paul

VI (1964) the concern of di Francia received worldwide recognition.

Rogationists bind themselves by a 4  vow to the order of the Lord “Rogateth

ergo.”
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2.3/6. Di Francia. Already by April 23, 1904, Canon di Francia had

visited Jordan. From then until the death of the Founder, their

contacts never broke off.  April 23 to 24, 1906, was the first time the*

Founder of the Rogationists enjoyed Jordan’s hospitality.

Subsequently, di Francia’s cooperators stayed in the Salvatorian
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motherhouse whenever they had business in Rome, while di

Francia’s Sisters of the Institute of Messina took lodgings in Salita

San Onofrio.

Their talks that April were a spiritual conversation on which

di Francia meditated long afterwards. On the Feast of Ascension he

wrote from his heart what had been occupying his plans and prayers

since their meeting. Jordan received a 12-page letter in which di

Francia lay open to him his full evangelical charism and invited

Jordan to join him.

Di Francia first of all thanked Jordan once more for the

hospital-ity he had enjoyed the previous month in Palazzo Morone.

He praises the peace in the motherhouse and the Salvatorians’ trust

in the God of mercy. His wish is: that God may one day bless and

grant growth to the holy little plant of the Rogazione Evangelica as He

has blessed the holy tree Istituzione Maraiana Salvatoriana. Then he

turns to his real concern. In his conversation with Jordan two words

had caught his attention and had stuck with him ever since. Jordan

had promised that he wanted to help him. And Jordan had confessed

to him that for some time he had been troubled by the thought, and

that he would soon to have to decide (for “for the years are passing”)

whether to dare a new foundation–an institute of missionaries

consecrated to the most holy Immaculate Virgin. In this connection

Jordan had asked di Francia about the Rule of Mélanie.

Then di Francia confessed that at home he had reflected

deeply on Jordan’s words and presented them to the Immaculate

Virgin. Now he wanted to explain to Jordan quite frankly his

reflections in this regard. He does not believe that the Lord wants

Jordan to found another mission institute. This would only lead to

twins of the same father. In order to spur the existing Salvatorians to

greater holiness, a new foundation would not be helpful. In fact, the

men of this new institute would be of the same stamp as the current

Salvatorians. Jordan had also alluded to “the apostles of the last

time,” who (according to the visions of Mélanie) would live

according to a rule dictated by the Mother of God. Then di Francia

asks straight out: who knows whether these might not one day be the

Salvatorians? At any rate, such apostles of the last times would have

to go through a change in spirit: if they are good today, then they

must become even better. If they are zealous today, they must

become firebrands. If they are holy today, they must become
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completely holy. They are to have the virtues of the first apostles. In

the words of St. Louis Mary Grignon, their holiness must surpass

their former holiness like an ancient oak rises above the underbrush.

Di Francia believes that these future apostles will come from

an already existing order. This was precisely the secret of Mélanie.

Hence, God will send new people (either to the SDS or to another

order) formed in special holiness. These men will equal or surpass

the great heroes of Christendom: new men like Dominic, Ignatius,

Francis, filled with charisms which are now so rare. According to di

Francia, only after this divine change in spirituality will they follow

the observance of the rule of the most venerable Virgin and Mother

of God. The founder of the Rogationists firmly hopes that Jordan’s

“Ordine Salvatoriano e Mariano” may be destined for this holy mission

of the apostles of the eschatologi-cal time. He himself does not even

feel a desire for it, certain that, “neither I nor mine” were called to it.

Then di Francia begins to speak about his own foundation: 

When Mélanie came into my Institute she gave me the rule of the

Blessed Virgin and suggested that I observe it. I mulled it over but

did not accept her proposal. I have never understood that out of my

modest initiative the apostles of the eschatological time would have

to come.

Then di Francia praises the holy and fertile vocation he received. He

calls it “the only one, which the Highest God wanted to reveal to

[him], the most miserable and detestable among all mortals.” 

This mission is stunning and seems to be a mystery that for

many centuries no one has grasped. At the same time, our Lord Jesus

Christ ordered expressly: “pray the Lord of the Harvest . . .” (rogate

ergo). This mission is at the core of all missions of all religious com-

munities, even of the entire diocesan and religious clergy, and it is

the most perfect preparation for the apostles of the end times. Christ

demanded this prayer several times. Thus it must be cultivated and

propagated. Then it will awaken battalions of saints and apostles

throughout the world.

If today Jesus Christ, after 19 centuries, in a time when

holiness seems to have been extinguished, renews this command of

his, it means that he has preserved this holiness for this new and

divine holiness, which must prepare the world for the coming of the

highest judge.
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Then di Francia speaks of the “Evangelica Rogazione of the

Sacred Heart of Jesus,” he initiated, in which the entire hierarchical

church takes up the Lord’s prayer: Rogate ergo.

Thus God prepared His future apostles. This mission is just at the

beginning. It must be propagated. The propagation depends on two

tasks. This poor, fledgling Institute of the Rogationists of the Heart

of Jesus, started by miserable me, must be the hearth in which the

holy fire of this commandment is tended and from whence it is

propagate. To do this, this institute needs an organization, which is

continuous, prudent, active, passionate and self-sacrificing to call

the attention of the whole world to this great commandment of

Jesus Christ, which has remained hidden up to our time.

Di Francia then presents his real heart’s desire. He explains to Jordan

that he was not the man to found such an institute or to assume the

two connected tasks. He knows he is too small and incapable of such

holy and universal work. In the meantime he has prayed and waited

for the Lord to send him this elected person, to whom he might hand

over the divine banner, which in his hands droops and falls. Di

Francia confesses to Jordan that he had been wrestling in vain for

years to fulfill these two related tasks: the foundation of the Institute

and the propagation of its evangelical aim. “But what have I

achieved?” Then di Francia comes to the bottom line: The Evangelica

Rogazione embodied in the Sacra Alleanza of both secular and

religious clergy and the Pia Unione Universale are spreading. Di

Francia has only started the two movements, and already his own

strengths and those of his membership are exhausted. 

His Institute has only three priests and five brothers. With

great efforts and sacrifices he has led 14 students to the priesthood,

but they all left him. The Institute of the Rogationists does not take

root. It is a grain of wheat which lies dead in the earth without

bearing fruit. It only needs the one sent by God (“missus a Deo”). Di

Francia describes himself only as Initiator, not as Founder. For a long

time he has been urgently praying to the Sacred Heart, that the Lord

may send him the “Founder.”

Di Francia admires the zealous thirst for souls which urges

Jordan to dare, after his two foundations, a further, better one. He

asks himself, whether God most high and His Immaculate Mother

might not prefer the Salvatorians to give a firm base to the Institute,
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which he himself had timidly started in Messina. He makes clear to

Jordan that their two works were only precursor orders. 

For this great order to arise, quite extraordinary people will come.

Although the men who form the existing communities are also

good, in those days the Lord and His holy Mother will send plenty

of men– apostles like Ignatius, teachers like Bernard, preachers like

Dominic, angelic men like Francis, missionaries like Francis Xavier,

contempla-tives like John of the Cross and Peter of Alcantara,

miracle workers like Antony of Pauda, Vincent Ferrer and Francis

de Paul.

Just because of this di Francia underlines the importance of a

precursor order. Then he returns to his proper desire. Jordan wants

to found something new to the honor of God. Di Francia, the poor

initiator, has been praying for years for the Lord to send the elected

one, who would found his barely seminal work. Jordan should think

over all that di Francia presented to him at the feet of the crucified

Lord and His Immaculate Mother. He had presented this “under an

impulse, which made my pen swift like that of a nimble scribe.” Di

Francia finds it meaningful, that he had begun his long confessing

letter on the first “rogation day,” continued on the second, and

copied on the third, and that he could send it to Jordan on the feast of

Ascension “when the angels announced to the apostles and disciples

the second coming of Jesus Christ on earth.”

Now di Francia suggests that Jordan think over three things:

how to realize the exact and perfect idea of the work he [di Francia]

had begun; what it still needed to be considered founded; how it

should be developed further. Di Francia asks Jordan to study the

Rogationists’ constitutions (which di Francia was still working to

complete) as well as their common prayers and calendar, to learn

from them the spirit and the direction of the work.

He invites Jordan to come to Messina for a few months to

complete his knowledge on the spot. Then Jordan could decide

whether to dedicate himself to di Francia’s foundation. In

concluding, di Francia mentions the group of priests and brothers of

“this most modest Institute of the Rogationists,” who dedicate

themselves to the evangelization of the poor in Messina, while

forming the small kernel of his work. Finally, di Francia wishes:

If the most Sacred Hearts have called Fr. Jordan to this foundation,

he will be our head and master and superior as the representative



 When Di Francia was in Rome in 1917, and knocked at the door in*

Borgo Vecchio, he found in the motherhouse, instead of the priests, some

sisters he did not know. When Fr. Fulgentius Moonen informed him of

Jordan’s death in Tafers, he expressed his deep sympathy: “Fr. Jordan is to

me a holy and dear memory. We shall never forget the complete, unselfish

love with which he always received me and my confreres. I was staying with

him, when Messina was destroyed by the earthquake” (December 28, 1908).

Di Francia asked for a keepsake of the “compianto santo Fondatore”

(November 18, 1918).

The German Edition of DSS XVII.I, 185ff, contains a long,**

tangential excursus on La Salette, Maximin Giraud, and Mélanie Calvet. It is

omitted here.
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of the true head and master and superior, of the invisible and

eternal, Jesus Christ, and with Him of His Immaculate Mother! On

the Feast of the Ascension of our Lord (May 24, 1906). [He signs]

umilissimo inutile infimo servo Canonico Annibale Maria di Francia (da

Messina, Porta Imperiale, via del Valore. Avignon-7).

Jordan did not say one word to the humble offer of di Francia. He

only asked for a copy of the so-called Rule of Mélanie to examine. At

the same time he asked the canon whether this rule were lived by

any group, and what his position was in regard to the whole matter,

after having had communication with Mélanie Calvat.

Later di Francia made Jordan a copy “of the rule, which the

Holy Virgin had dictated to the little shepherdess of La Salette.” At

the same time he reminded Jordan of the promise he had given him:

“He wished to help him, and oh, how much I need help!” Jordan

should come to Messina at least for a few days. Di Francia showed

himself disappointed, that Jordan had not answered his long

explanations with even one word (Messina, July 6, 1906).*

Di Francia and Jordan soon forgot the pious hopes hidden

behind the Mélanie Rule for the great eschatological time, and/or the

precursor order. They remained united as spiritual brothers.**

2.4/7. Purpose of the Societas Mariae Immaculatae, 

Marian Missionaries: pastoral care, home and foreign missions,

youth formation [consequently] apostolic activity in the homeland

and in the missions (E-170).



 Piazza Rusticucci connected Borgo Vecchio with St. Peter’s Square.*
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Marienfond: the purpose of this perpetual fund is to procure the

means to form religious priests. St. Vincent de Paul says one can do

no better work than to contribute to the formation of a priest: “What

a good deed it is to contribute so that many priests are formed, and

when we rest under the earth, always new ministers of the altar are

formed to work for the honor of God and for the salvation of

immortal souls!” Contribu-tions be sent to Fr. Johannes of Jesus,

Rome, Piazza Rusticucci (E-174).*

Jordan also notes this saying of St. Vincent de Paul in his diary,

January 16, 1907 (SD II, 104). The above notice may also come from

an advertise-ment from that time.

Jordan was not at all certain whether his dream was just an

apostolic temptation provoked by the bitter backlash in the Society

itself, or whether the glaring lack of missionaries among the SDS

didn’t justify any attempt at a remedy, even if according to

reasonable calculations this initiative looked unfinished and destined

to fail. Therefore, he purposely wanted “to enlist prayer from

monasteries” (E-168).Hence, a few days before the memorable visit of

di Francia, Jordan noted: 

Before you begin, let there be prayers in the monasteries, through a

circular letter to all, etc. Nisi Dominus aedificaverit domum . . . [in

vanum laborant qui aedificant eam. If the Lord does not build the

house, in vain do its builders labor.]. April 22, 1906 (G-2.7; cf., Ps

126:1). 

To himself he proposed:

. . . pray earnestly at the altars of the Blessed Virgin Mary, so that

your kind Mother may powerfully help you! May 29, 1906 (SD II,

99; cf., SD II, 108).

On September 11, 1907, I prayed in the holy house of Loreto.

Jordan’s call to the “dear reader” [of an unnamed periodical]

concludes: 

May the Immaculate Virgin, the mediatrix of salvation, bless this

small periodical and implore her Divine Son, that ([t] may bring

forth much good to the honor of God and to the benefit of mankind!

Rome . . . 1908.



 On February 15, 1909, Jordan noted in his diary (which he had*

begun February 1, 1909) with pencil in Italian: “P.N.N. favorable, and M.

encourages me as well disposed toward the ‘S’” [S probably stands for

Societas]. Jordan continues in Latin: “Oh Lord, look, I am ready!” At a later

date he struck out this short notice with two simple strokes (SD II, 1, etc.).
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2.5/11. Zealous prayer. While in 1904, Jordan could still urgently

exclaim: “Now, Lord!” (April 1, SD II, 74), by 1906 he spoke more

modestly: “Si Deus vult” [If God wishes] (G-2.7). However, he never

tired of offering himself to the Lord: 

You alone are the Lord, You alone the most High, You alone are the

Almighty, into your hands I surrender my desires, that You may

grant them through the merits of our crucified Lord Jesus Christ.

And you, my Mother, intercede for me! (Annunciation 1908, SD II,

114; cf., September 8, 1908; October 18, 1908, SD II, 118f).

Oh Mary, show me your Son’s will. I ask you humbly with all my

heart (November 3, 1908). 

Oh God, Almighty One, show me Your will! Mother of God, my

Mother, intercede for me, that I may carry out and fulfill The Pact

(January 8, 1909). 

Keep in mind The Pact you made with God! But not under pain of

sin (February 5, 1909). 

Oh Mother of God, my Mother, intercede for me. O Lord, I trust in

You. May your grace help me; I can do all things in You who

strengthen me. Show Your power and raise up a new holy phalanx

(February 20, 1909; cf., several times in this year.)*

As late as July 17, 1909, Jordan turned to his heart’s wish: 

The Marian Messenger: monthly for the purpose of conquering the

world through Mary for Christ. Setting up a Marian Fund for the

formation of priests/religious priests; post orationem (G-2.7, 26). 

His condition “after prayer” shows that the favored Marian project

was pressing him, but remained a dream, still not fully mature. Then

although Jordan’s apostolic heart grows calmer, it can still suddenly

break out: 



 Of course some of these quotes from the Spiritual Diary can also*

be taken in a wider sense.
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“What now, Christ?” (November 24, 1909, this question cannot be

fully interpreted).

 He can still stammer full of desire: 

Oh Father in heaven, through the merits of Your Son have mercy on

me and hear my desires. You know them. Oh heavenly Mother,

intercede for me! Oh Almighty Father, hear me, hear me soon

(December 21, 1909). 

But in the end he yielded to the silent Lord: 

Leave it all to God and trust in Him! (April 24, 1910).*
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